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GENERAL  GUIDELINES 
This  paper  reviews  the  present  situation  In  the  COmmunity's  fishing 
Industry,  outlining  the  main  current  problems  and  the  approaches  that 
could  be  adopted  for  the  future. 
It  Is  Intended  to provide  certain pointers  for  the  policy  review  to be 
undertaken  In  connection with  the  formal  report  to be  submitted  by  the 
Commission  before the end  of  1991. 
I.  The  main  problem  In  the fishing  Industry at  the present  time  Is~ 
SERIOUS  IMBALANCE  BETWEEN  AVAILABLE  RESOURCES  AND  FISHING  CAPACITY. 
The  Increasing  excess  of  capacity  Is  causing  a  very  swift 
deter lorat ion  In  stocks  and  a  consequent  decline  In  the  economic 
and  social  conditions  of  the  coastal  c011111unltles  that  depend  on 
fishing  for  their  livelihood. 
It  Is  therefore urgent  and  nocossory  to adopt  a  common  policy which 
takes  account  of  these  new  conditions  and  ensures  an  optlmym 
balance between  capacity and  rospyrces. 
In  view  of  the  limits of  the Community  system of  stock  conservation 
and  management.  due  to  the  drawbacks  of  the  TAC/quota  system  and 
the  technical  measures  as  now  applied,  the  Inadequacies  of  the 
means  for  monitoring  fishing  effort  and  the  fal lure  of  the 
structural  policy to keep  control  over  capacity,  the Community  must 
provide  Itself  with  the  necessary  ~neans  with  which  to  ensure  1.b§. 
management  and  cpntrpl  of  fishing  actlyltlos,  In  particular  by 
Imposing  stricter conditions of  access  to stocks. 
This will  require the  following: 
- overhaul  of  the  TAC/quota  system, 
monitoring  fishing  effort  and 
conservation measures; 
wl th  stronger  ~neasures  for 
more  stringent  technical 
- revision  of  the  structural  policy  In  order  to  Improve  control 
over  fishing  effort.  particularly  through  new  zultlannual 
guidance  programmes  for  fishing fleets and  a  thorough  assessment 
of  the expected regional  and  social  Impact  of  the  various policy 
adJustment  hypotheses  as  regards,  structure  of  the  Industry. 
conservation of  resources and  markets  In  areas  heavily dependent 
on  fishing with  little opportunity for  economic  diversification. -<4-
A study will  be  launched  In  order  to  Identify  the  regions  liable 
to  be  the  most  seriously  affected  and  define  the  most 
appropriate  flanking  .easures  to  be  adopted  In  the  context  of 
the  forthcoming  review of  the  reform of  the structural  Funds; 
- more  systematic monitoring of  fishing activities; 
- greater  transparency  of  fishing  activities,  by  transmission  of 
data relating to all  catches taken  by  Community  vessels. 
In  several  areas,  and  particularly  In  connection  with  technical 
conservation measures  and  the MOnitoring  of  fishing activities,  the 
Community  could  envisage  lllplementatlon  of  the  new  approaches  on 
the basts of  the subsidiarity principle. 
The  Commission  will  also endeavour  to ensure  that  the  various  arms 
of  the  CFP  operate  more  synergistically,  with  the  possible 
deployment,  as  appropriate,  of  other  structural  Instruments,  so 
that  the upheavals  caused  by  the necessary restructuring operations 
are  kept  to  a  minimum.  It  would  be  desirable  for  accomoanytng 
measures  to  be  conceived  as  an  Integral  part  of  the  reform  of  the 
structural  Funds  In  order  to  Improve  the  economic  and  social 
cohesion  of  the  Community.  It  Is  only  In  this  way  that  a 
restructuring policy can  be  Implemented  with  any  chance of success. 
It  should  be  carried  out  with  the  aid  of  the  same  methods  and 
Instruments used  In  similar  restructuring exercises effected by  the 
Community  In  the past.  As  far  as possible,  a  financial  estimate of 
the  various  operations  will  be  made  In  the  context  of  the  1991 
report. 
It  Is also necessary  to clarify all  the  financial  aspects  from  the 
point  of  view  of  compliance  with  the  11ax1mum  amounts  In  the 
Financial  Perspective. 
11.  Although  the  Community  responded  successfully  to  the  political  and 
economic  challenge  of  the  generalized  extension  of  fisheries 
Jurisdiction  to  200  miles  from  base  lines  (which  accounts  for  95X 
of  the  world's  fisheries  resources),  the  rightful  aspirations  of 
coastal  third  countries  to  promote  fishing  of  their  own  resources 
by  their  own  fleets  compels  the  Community  to  revise  Its  policy of 
access  to  the  resources of such  countries. 
Fisheries  relations  with  third  countries  must  be  developed  In 
future  so  as  to  arr lve  at  other  types  of  cooper at ton,  and  In 
particular  to strengthen  and  stabilize  fisheries  rotations  through 
tho  establishment  of  more  substantial  links  between  tho  various 
partners. -5-
111  The  restrictions  Imposed  on  access  by  the  COmmunity  fishing  fleet 
to  Internal  and  external  resources create a state of shortage which 
aggravates  the  Increasing deficit of fisheries products. 
The  Community  must  envisage new  trade openings,  In  the  light of  Its 
International  obligations  and  commitments,  In  order  to  mak.e  good 
Its deficit  of  fisheries  products.  and  It  must  stop  up  Its  policy 
on  research  and  agyacultyro,  taking  account  of  present  socio-
economic  data and  fundamental  constraints. - 6  -
INTRODUCTION 
1.  Tho  Importance  of  tho  fishing sector  In  tho  Opmmynlty 
The  European  Community  Is one  of  the  tour  maJor  sea  fishing  powers 
In  the  world  (after  Japan,  the  USSR  and  China>  and  Ia  the  world's 
largest market  for  fishery  products  <see  Annex  1}. 
The  Community  Institutions have  always  been  aware  that  fishing  Is a 
human  activity,  Involving  the  bunting  and  gathering  of  renewable, 
natural  resources.  and  that  It  has  undergone  major  technological, 
legal,  economic  and  Institutional  upheavals  over  the  past  three 
decades.  Furthermore,  fishing  Is  an  activity  which  Ia  closely 
dependent  on  the  Quality  of  the  11ar1ne  environment,  which  111eans 
that  the demands  of environmental  protection as a  global  Issue must 
be  taken  Into account. 
The  elemental  nature  of  this  activity,  which  demands  that  one 
tackle  It  In  a  specific manner,  Is  further  highlighted by  the place 
the  fisheries  sector  holds  In  the  economy  and  the  contribution  It 
makes  to  the  dietary  balance  of  the  COmmunity  population  for  whom, 
In  certain Uember  States,  seafood  accounts  for  up  to  40%  of  their 
animal  protein  Intake. 
Community  production  In  1987  amounted  to  some  7  million  tonnes, 
representing  ±7.5~ of world  production. 
Ig1al  gr:g!:fu~::tlgo  l&az 
(ml I I lon  tonnes> 
World  :  93 
of which  - fishing  82.5 
- aQuacu I ture  10.5 
EEC  :  7 
of which  - catches  : 
a>  - In  Community  waters  :  4.5 
b)  - In  third country and 
International  waters:  1.7 
-aQuaculture production  :  0.8 
Source  FAO 
The  value  of  landings  In  Community  porte  In  1987  was  some 
ECU  6  700 million. -7-
In  1988,  Imports  Into  the  COmmunity  and  exports  to  non-EEC 
countries were  as follows 
Imports  1988  Exports  1988 
Quantity  Value  Quant lty  Value 
( '000 t)  (MECU)  ('000 t)  (MECU) 
For  human  consumption  2  140  5  384  780  1  170 
Meal,  oil  and  other  1  407  345  330  182 
Trade  balance 
Quantity  Value 
('000 t)  (MECU) 
For  human  consumptIon  - 1  350  - 4  214 
Mea I, Oil  and  other  - 1  077  - 183 
From  an  economic  and  social  point  of  view,  In  addition  to  those 
actually  Involved  In  fishing  activities  per  so  (300 000  ftaherMn  In 
the COmmunity  as  a  whole),  fishing also generates a  considerable a.ount 
of  Indirect employment  (each  Job  at sea  provides  four  to five on  land). 
These  Jobs  are  In  related  Industrial  aectora  (bOatbUIIdlng  and 
repairing,  fishing gear,  processing,  marketing,  etc.). and  eometl ..  e 11 
many  as  eo  to  90X  of  the  coastal  population  being  Involved  tn  euch 
act lvlt lea.  with  overal.l  employment  on  the  up  In  recent  reara.  now 
accounting  for  nearly 2 mi-llion  Jobs  throughout  the COmmunity. 
Number  of  fishermen  1  of  fishermen  In  the 
1988  working  population 
.ea  ..  I 
1888 
300  000  0.21  0.17 
Number  of  fishermen  1  of the working 
and  persons employed  population 
In  related  Industries 
2  000  000  1.151 
Source  :  OECD 
The  contribution made  by  the fisheries aector  to the groaa natlonll 
product  of each  Member  State varies between  0.2 and  1.11. 
AlthOUgh  flahlng  Ia  practised  along  the  entire  coastline  of  the 
Community.  the  Industry  11  characterized  by  algnlfloant 
concentratIon.  wh lch  accentuates  the  economic  lllPOrtance  of  the 
Industry  In  certain coastal  regions. -8-
Annual  expenditure under  the Community  budget  on  the whole  gamut  of 
activities  covered  by  the  common  fisheries  policy  (markets, 
structures.  research,  ~nltorlng  and  enforcement  and  external 
aspects)  amounts  to eome  ECU  450  •I Ilion or aboUt  1S  of  the budget. 
Lastly,  It should  be  pointed out  that  the  lsauea  raised  as  regards 
the  application  of  Community  and  International  rules  give  the 
fisheries  sector  a  fairly  Important  place  In  the  constellation of 
political negotiations. 
2.  Tho  eurront  legal  context  pf  tho  spmmgn  flehorlot polley  CCEPl: 
Article 38  of  the  Treaty of  Rome  lays  doWn  that  the  common  •arket 
Is  to  extend  to all  the  products  of  the  eoll, of  atockfarmlng  and 
of  fisheries.  And  yet  Ia  was  only on  25  January  1983  that  the Ten 
managed  to  round  off  the  common  fisheries  policy  by  Introducing  a 
conservation  policy.  This  decision  was  the  culmination  of  a 
succession  of  previous  steps  (common  rules  on  the  organization of 
the  markets,  atructural  Masures.  lntroduct I  on  of  a  2oo-naut lea 1 
mile  Community  fishing zone,  etc.). 
Whilst  the  geographical  extent  of  Jurisdiction  as  regards  fishing 
remains  the  competence  of  the  Member  States,  the  latter  have 
transferred  all  other  competence&  In  respect  of  fisheries  to  the 
Commu~lty. 
In  accordance with  the obJectives of the  common  agricultural  policy 
(Article 39  of  the  EEC  Treaty),  the  ~n  fisheries  policy 
constitutes a  coherent  package  of .easures that  take account  of  the 
specific  nature  of  fishing  activities  on  the  basis  of  rationally 
decided  and  non-discriminatory ..  asures  adopted  at  Community  level 
for  the  conservation  and  management  of  stocks  and  a  fair 
distribution of fishing possibilities. 
3.  Tho  egmR!otlpn  pf  tho  epmmpn  flshorlos QQ!Iey 
The  eatab  1 lshment  by  var lous  coastal  States  of  2oo-tn lie  fIshIng 
zones  was  a  decisive step both  for  the coastal  States concerned and 
for  States with  distant-water  fisheries.  The  Community,  acting  as 
a  single  coastal  State  and  fishing  power.  Ia  now  responsible  for 
aanaglng  fishing  activities  In  Community  waters  (Internal  aspects) 
and  obtaining  access  to  stocks  In  International  waters  and  In 
waters  under  the  sovereignty  and/or  Jurisdiction of  non-Community 
coastal  States <external  aspects). 
The  policy  In  force  alnce  1883  consists of  a  coherent  package  of 
.easures aimed  at ensuring,  In  particular: 
- the  rational  aanagement  of  available  resources  to aalntaln  the 
commercial  viability of  fishing bualneaaea; -9-
Improved  structural  conditione  aimed  at  bringing about  balanced 
exploitation  of  etocke  In  Internal  waters  and  casting  the  net 
further  afield  as  regards  .ources  of  aupply  by  obtaining 
Increased  fishing possibilities. and  extending activities  In  tho 
aquaculture eector; 
the  extension  and  IMprovement  of  •arketlng  and  proceealng 
structures for  fishery and  aquaculture products; 
- a  fair  atandard of  living for  Community  producers  through  etable 
markets  and  assured eupplles; 
- the maintenance  and  extension of  fishing poeelbllltlee  In  waters 
under  the  Jurledlctlon  of  third  countries  by  concluding 
agreements  with  those  countries with  the  aim  of assuring a •aJor 
share  of  supplies  for  the  Community  •arket.  which  ehowa  a 
growing  trade deficit  In  flahery products; 
- the adoption of  rules to enable healthy and  rational  competition 
In  the  flaherles sector. -1o-
PART  1; EXpbQIWIQN Qf 'XIMlH  FISHERIES  BE$0URCES 
1.1.  MANAGEMENT  OF  RESOURCES 
The  aim  of  the conservation policy as  It  Ia  known  Ia  to aalntaln 
IUfflclent  abundance  to  sustain  stocks  at  levels  that  aake 
fllhlng IUfflclently viable. 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  170/83  therefore  provides  for  conservation 
•••urea which  uy  Involve.  In  particular.  bane  on  fishing  In 
certain zones  and  during  certain periods. etc  ••  rules on  fishing 
gear.  the letting of minimum  11zea  for  landings  and  llmltlons on 
fishing  effort.  eapeclal"ly  by  reetrlctlng  catches.  Since  1983 
the  COUncil  has  regularly  adopted  catch  restrictions  (the 
TACa)1  In  the  waters  of  the  North  and  West  Atlantic.  the  North 
Sea.  the Skagerrak.  the  Kattegat  and  the Baltic Sea.  as well  as 
a  eerles  of  technical  ..  asures  to  conserve  resources  (e.g. 
rules on  mesh  sizes). 
Given  the  limitations  of  the  COnrnunlty  system  of  stock 
conservation  and  ~~anagement.  and  In  particular  the  drawbacks 
Inherent  In  a  TAC  and  Quota  system  (eee  point  1.1.1.).  and  the 
lax  appll~atlon  of  the  technical  conservation  ..  asures  (see 
point  1.2.2.).  the  situation  as  regards  certain  demersal 
etocka.  In  particular  In  the  North  Sea.  has  become  very 
disturbing.  The  COmmission  and  the  Council  have.  therefore.  to 
adopt  new  technical  conservation  measures  appropriate  to  these 
circumstances  which  threaten  the  livelihood  of  certain  fishing 
communities  (see  COM(90)  371  final). 
Wl'h  regard  to  the  Mediterranean.  not  hitherto  subJect  to  a 
common  policy on  resource  conservation.  the COmmission  recently 
proposed  (see  SEC(90)  1136)  the  Introduction  of  a  common 
fisheries system  for  the Mediterranean  tailored to  the  epeclflc 
nature of  fishing activities  In  this region. 
In  addlon.  the  COmmunity  II'IUst  associate  Itself  with  resource 
aanagement  efforts outside  Ita area of  Jurisdiction  (e.g.  those 
of  the  General  F  laher lea  Counc II  for  the  Medl terranean)  or  In 
respect  of  highly  migratory  species  (Internet lona I  Convent I  on 
for  the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas). 
1  TAC- Total  Allowable  catch. -11-
1.1.1.  TACa  and  quotas 
The  conservat lon  policy  that  has  been  In· force  IInce  1883  Ia 
based  on  the  aottlng of  TACs  and  their distribUtion aaongat  the 
Member  States  In  the  form  of  annual  qyptps  and  on  the  adoption 
of  technical  moasyros  for  the conaervatlon of flahery  reaourcea. 
Tboso  technical  moaayros  are  concerned  primarily  with  reducing 
or  eliminating  catches of  Juveniles.  The  proper  application of 
these  measurea  meana  that  the  number•  of  apawnlng  flah  can  be 
built  up  and  flahlng  effort  directed  towarda  catchea of  larger 
lndl v lduala,  thereby  avoiding  the  wastage  that  reaulta  from 
catching  fry  with  considerable  growth  potential.  The  technical 
measures  therefore cover  fishing qoar  (e.g.  lncreaatng ...  h alze 
to  enable  amaller  Individuals  to escape),  minimum  land,.ng  1111 
(e.g.  the  reQUirement  to  dlacard  undersize  flab)  and  the 
prptoctlon  pf  zones  where  Juveniles  ..  Y  be  tempqrarlly  or 
permanently  concentrated. 
However,  the  effectiveness of  these  technical ..  aaurea  dependa 
on  str let  enforcement  of  their  appllcat I  on  coupled  with  the 
effective monitoring of  fishing effort  caee  Annex  V).  Aa  thlnga 
stand  at  present,  fish  stocks  are  not  adequately  conserved  and 
the  long-term  advantages  of  aatlafactory stock  conaervatlon  are 
not  yet  assured.  The  exploitation of  virtually  all  atoeka  for 
which  analytical  data are available haa  Increased. 
The  management  model  used  by  the  eommun'lty  since  1883  aakea  It 
possible,  when  one  knows  the  biomass  of  a  particular  at~k at  a 
given  time,  to control  the  rate of-exploitation by  fixing  a  TAC 
(the  catch  being  a  factor  over  which  man  can  exerclae  control) 
which  Is  then distributed amongst  the Member  States. 
This  policy  Is  the  reflection  of  the  dominant  tradition  of 
fisher les  11anagement  at  the  t 11111  when  the  COIIIIIOn  conaervatlon 
policy  was  'defined.  It  presupposes  the  availability  of 
constantly updated,  detailed biological  Information,  auch  as the 
scientific community  Ia  attempting  to provide. 
At  present,  the  varloua  species  are  considered  aeparately,  but 
the  scientists are  looking  at  ways  of  taking greater  account  of 
multi-species considerations. 
Where  deta lied  lnformat I  on  Is  lack lng.  eo-called  precautionary 
TACs,  based  on  whatever  Information  Ia  available,  are  applied. 
This  has  meant-that  It  has  been  posalble  to extend  the  llat of 
fisheries covered  by  TACs. 
The  TAC  and  quota  policy as  referred to  In  Article  ~1 of  the  UN 
convent lon  on  the  Law  of  the  Sea  has  the  great  advantage•  of 
being simple  In  conception and  of allowing  fishing possibilities -12-
to  be  distributed  between  Member  States  and  between  the 
Conmunlty  and  certain  non-member  countries.  In  addition.  It 
·a14i'>ws  the  Member  States  to  decide  themselves  on  the  detailed 
rules ·accordIng  to  whIch  theIr  Quotas  are  used  by  the  var I  ous 
fishing communities  concerned.  .  '  ' 
'o 
Howeyer,  'the  TAC  scheme  has  the  following disadvantages: 
tn  the  absence  of  any  effective control  over  fishing effort, 
aur:plus  catch capacity  Is •alntalned or even  Increased.  Each 
group  of  fishermen  will  naturally  attempt  to  Increase  Its 
catch _potential  eo  as  to outstrip  Its rivals  In  using  up  the 
.Quota;  .fisheries  aanaged  by  a  siiiiPie  TAC  Mchanlam  have 
regularly  reached  a  situation  where  fishing  capacities were 
greatly  In  excess  of  what  would  be  needed  for  a  rat tonal, 
full  exploitation of  resources; 
the  discarding  of  epecles  for  which  the  quota  has  been 
exhausted  In  multi-species fisheries. 
·The  Inadequacies  as  regards  the  application  of  the  technical 
eeasures  and  the  disadvantages  resulting  from  the  TAC  and  quota 
system  have  meant  that virtually all  stocks for  which  analytical 
data  are  available  have  deteriorated.  As  fishing  mortality  In 
these  stocks  has'  Increased,  the  biomass  has  decreased  and  the 
percentage of  Juveniles  In  catches has  Increased.  The  situation 
as regards North  Sea  cod  and  haddock  gives grounds  for  Immediate 
concern.  The  Commission  h.as.  therefore.  already  proposed  the 
adoption  of  new  technical  conservation  measures  appropriate  to 
the  circumstances  (see COU(90)371  final). 
The  situation as regards  cod  and  haddock.  two  of  the main  stocks 
In  the  North  Sea,  to  which  the  Act  of  AccessloJ1  of  Spain  and 
Portugal  does  not  grant  access  for  vessels  from  those  Member 
States,  Is  a  good  example  of  the  failings  of  the  system.  This 
can  be  seen  In  the  graphs  below  for  the  period  from  1982,  the 
year  In  which  a  Community  TAC/  Quota  was  Introduced. 
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1.1.2.  pontrol  of  flahlog  capacity 
Since  1971  the  purpose  of  the  structural  policy  has  been  to 
control  the  development  of  fishing  capacity  (expressed  In  terms 
of  GAT  and  eng 1  ne  power) • •al  n 1  y  through  llU It  I  annual  p'rog'rammes 
relating  to  the  development  of  the  fleets  In  each  Member  State 
(see 1.2.1.), with a  view  to guaranteeing,  Inter alia, a  balonco 
between  ayal!ablo and  accoss!blo  respurcos and  fishing cap,clty. 
However,  flab!ng capoclty  11  poly poe  •••mont  pf flfblng eftprt, 
which  correspond•  to the sum  of ..  ana  deployed  for  catching fish 
over  a  specific  period  In  a  specific  area;  evaluation  of 
fishing  effort  gives  a  beUer  asaeaSMnt  of  the  111pact  of  a 
fishing activity on  a  given biomass. 
While  stressing that  the TAC/quota  system  Ia only one  Instrument 
with  which  to  control  fishing  effort,  the  Commission  must 
ratlpnallzo tho oxplpltat!pn pf atpcks  by  addltlpnal  measures  tp 
cpntrpl  fishing  actlyltlos.  with  epoclal  ompbaa!s  pn  stricter 
cgndltlpns of  •GGOSs  tp atpGks. 
1.1.3. yanogomont  of  fishing Dctly!tlos 
The  main  aim  Is  to sustain stocks at  a  level  at which  they will 
provide  the  long-term  yields  necessary  to  maintain  the_flahlng 
Industry as well  as supplies to the consumer. 
In  order  to  ensure  the  aanagement  of  fishing  act lvltles  the 
competent  authorities  have  to' agree  mutual  long-term  objectives 
which  are  explicit  on  management  aspects;  the  torgot  mortality 
per  apo,los and  target  capacity are  two  cornerstones of  this. 
Once  tho  !eye!  pt  fishing mortality  Is set per  stock or  group  of 
stocks,  the  TACs  corresponding  to.each of  the  Identified stocks 
are  defined;  these  permit  the  ..  nagement  objectives  to  be 
achieved each  year. 
Fixing the  target mortality (target catch  level)  In  turn permits 
a  definition of  the  target capa,lty to be  achieved  for  the  long-
term  balance objective. 
This  should  be  evaluated by  the etfectlye manogomont  of  flfhlog 
effprt. 
A group  of  Independent  experts  created  by  the  Commission  In  May  1989 
drew  the  following  conclusions  on  the  current  balance  between  the  35 
main  At I  ant lc  fish  stocks  and  the  existing  fIsh lng  capacity  after 
reviewing  the available data: -14-
In  1.e  caaes  the  current  110rtallty  rate  Is  at  least  four  t lmea 
higher  than  the  target  values used  (thle applies  to stocka of cod, 
haddock,  plaice  and  herring  In  the  North  Sea  and  cod  In  the 
laltlc). 
In  8  easel fishing eortallty was  two  to four  times  higher  than  the 
target  value  (plaice  and  herring  In  the  Baltic  and  eole  In  the 
North  sea>. 
In  10  caaea  It waa  higher  than  the target value but  leas  than  twice 
that  figure  (•alnly  for  atocks  In  the  lrlah  sea  and  the  Bay  of 
llecay). 
On  the  Atlantic  coast  of  the  Iberian  Peninsula  only  one  etock, · 
eardlne,  had  1  flahlng  110rtallty  rate  lower  than  the  long-term 
catch targete. 
~eae conclusions can  be  aummarlzed  by  zone  and  epecles as follows: 
EXCESS  MORTALITY  AREAS  (ICES)  SPECIES 
1 
.e  t ••• higher  IVa,  I II a,  lllb,  llld  Cod 
IV,  lila,  Haddock 
IV  Plaice,  herring, 
sole 
a to .. tl  ... higher  I lid.  IV  Plaice.  herring 
1  to a tl ..  a  higher  Vllg  Cod,  whiting 
Plaice, aole 
VIlla, Vlllb  Hake 
In  conclualon,  an  overcapacity  exlata  for  ~K>re  than  801  of  the  •aln 
etocta  In  the  ~rth Atlantic.  A detailed deacrlptlon of  the  analyala 
of flahlng .,rtallty Ia  given  In  Annex  Ill. 
Reduction  In  the fleet  capacity accompanied  an  eQUivalent  reduction  In 
flehlng .,rtaltty would  have  the  following  long-term benefits: 
- Flehlng  coat  would  be  conatderably  reduced,  while  the  volume  and 
value of catchea would  be ..  lntalned or even  Increased. 
1  The  degree  of  excess  110rta II ty  Ia  expreaaed  In  terms  of  the 
target value. -15-
Adjustment  of  flshl.ng  capacity  to  the  volume  of  authorized  catches 
would  lessen  the  Incentive  to falsify  figures  on  catch  quantities, 
etc,  and  would  therefore  make  rules  less  complex,  cumbereome  and 
costly. 
A reduction  In  fishing  mortality  would  Increase  the  stability  of 
fIsh  stocks  and  ca tchee  and  wou I  d  I  ncr  ease  the  b lomass  of  stock 
generators,  thue  reducing  the  risk of a  decline  liable to cause  the 
collapse of  the  fishing  Industry. 
T H E  F  I S H E R I  E S  S E C T 0  R 
S  CURRENTLY  CHARACTERIZED  BY 
EXCESSIVE  FISHING  MORTALITY 
CAUSED  BY  OVERCAPACITY 
0  F  T H E  C 0 M M U N  T Y  F  I S H I  N G  F L E E T - 16  -
1.2.  IMPLEMENTATION  OF  THE  COMMON  FISHERIES  POLICY 
1.2.1. Multlannual  guidance  Programmes 
In  1983  the  Commission  launched  the  multlannual  programming 
policy,  supported by  measures  permitting  the grant of structural 
assistance  for  restructuring  the  fisheries  sector  (aid  for  the 
construction  and  MOdernization  of  fishing  vessels  - Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2908/83)  and  the  reorientation  of  fishing  activities 
(exploratory  f lshlng  and  Joint  ventures  - Regu Ia~ I  on  CEEC)  No 
2909/83). ·Measures  relating  to  adJusting  capacity  were 
encapsulated  In  Directive 83/515/EEC. 
The  need  to  strengthen  these  .aasuree  and  to  confirm  the 
Community's  desire to better  regulate  the development  of  fishing 
fleets,  part leu lar ly  In  v lew  of  the  access !on  of  Spa In  and 
Portugal.  led  the Council  on  18  December  1986  to  adopt  a  single 
Intervention  framework  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  -4028/86),  within 
which  the  Commission  approved  multlannual  programmes  for  the 
fIsh log  fleets  of  the  e Ieven  Member  States  concerned  for  the 
five  years  from  1987  to 1991. 
The  current  conmon  structural  policy  eats  out,  in  the 
mu It lannua I  guidance  programmes,  the  genera I  pr Inc lp le  of  an 
oyorall  reduction  In  fishing  capacity  over  the  period  1987-1991 
of  3X  In  terms  of  gross  register  tonnage  (GRT>  and  2%  In  engine 
power  (In  kW).  On  the  bas Is  of  a  rough  aubd lv lsi  on  of  the 
fleets  In  each  lfember  State  certain  fleets  were  exempted  from 
the  policy  (the ocean-going  tuna  fleet,  the  mollusc  farming  and 
fishing  fleets,  the Spanish  fleet on  the  •basic  list•  In  respect 
of  whIch  condItIons  limIt log  renovat ton  were  Ia I  d  down  In  the 
Act  of Accession)  (see Annex  IV). - 17  -· 
CURRENT  SITUATION  ANQ  ANT!CIPAJEP  DEVELOPMENT  IN  FLEET  CAPACITY 
~CE  CBJECT I'VE  SET ~ 












LIGIT  CF ID' 
GRT  KW  1  GRT  KW  GRT  ICW 
26.0'18  79.583  D  22.870  72.945  21.340  89.242 
116.010  520.750  A  122.6S7  524.515  119.400  515.300 
.e.soo  130.300  A  50.120  138.440  49.200  138.000 
131.E!69  573.829  D  133.672  523.7tl6  130.945  4$93.776 
661.262  1.945.111  c  eo2.642  1.896.417  588.590  1.8S0.689 
212.945  1.171.510  c  204.786  1.086.460  201.604  1.055.050 
<49.855  189.080  A  489.9)3  200.502  48.<491  177.576 
28).183  1.475.313  B  282.114  1.643.730  268.193  1.541.e&4 
n/a.  n/a.  E  71.840  G.570  64.796  382.278 
194.524  502.058  A  209.540  541.003  209.540  541.003 
190.295  1.112.833  E  150.336  785.340  141.620  7<48.245 
A  "'Development  In  line  with  MGP  on  basis  of  flows  (In/out)  and 
confIrmed  by  fIle 
B  ~  Development  In  line with  MGP  on  basts of  flows  (In/out)  but  file 
not  available  for  confirmation 
C  ""  Development  not  In  line  with  MGP  but  reduct Jon  In  overall 
capacity 
D  a  Development  not  In  line with  MGP  because  of  Increase  In  overall 
capac! ty 
E  c  Development  not  verifiable or data unavailable or  Incomplete 
GRin  Gross  register  tonnage 
kW  m  Engine  power  expressed  In  kilowatts 
n/aa  not  available 
1  The  development  of  capacity  at  30/6/90  In  light  of  the  MGP  Is 
assessed  In  relation to the obJective  to be  achieved  by  31.12.1990. - 18-
The  Commission,  convinced  of  the  need  to  restructure  the 
Community  fleet,  applied  the  terms  of  the  MGPs  otrlctly  and 
refused  to grant  financial  atd  for  new  vessel  building projects 
which  were  not  In  line  with  the  WGP  obJectives  as  approved  by 
the Commission.  In  order  to assist  In  the efficient  control  of 
the  development  of  fishing  capacity,  the  Community  decided  to 
set  up  a  fishing  vessel  register  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  163/89), 
whose  current position  11  given  In  Annex  IV. 
The  etructural  policy  oondu.cted  elnce  1971  bas  peraltted  the 
gradual  control of fBehlng  capacity withoUt,  taowever,  aucceedlng 
In  balancing flahlng capacity with reeou.rcea. 
The  group  of  experts  ~tent toned  In  point  1.1.3. believes  that 
given  the  current  atatus  a  reduction  of  at  toast  40J  In  float 
capac I  tv  on  avoraae  throughout  tho  Co!nmun I tv  has  to  be 
envisaged,  and,  bearing  In  mind  the  socio-economic  risks such  a 
restructuring  would  cause,  the  group  proposes  a  two-phase 
approach: 
In  the first  phase  reductions  should  be  such  as  to establish 
a  balance  between  each  fleet's  capacity  and  current  quotas. 
This objective should  be  attained during  the  next  MGP  and  by 
preference by  1994. 
In  the  longer  term  reduction  of  fleet  capacity  should 
continue  so  as  to  match  fishing  mortality  recorded  by  each 
fleet  with  defined  and  agreed  long-term  target  mortal tty 
rates. 
The  Commission  recently  proposed  amendments  to  certain 
structural  Instruments  (exploratory  fishing,  Joint  ventures, 
adJustment  of  capacity),  the  creation of  two  new  measures  In 
favour  of  redeployment  operations  and  Joint  enterprises  and 
the  establishment  of  an  ad  hoc  eystem  for  restructuring 
8mall-scale fisheries (cf  COMC90)  358  final). 
In  addition,  In  order  to  bring  Its  structural  policy  closer 
to  biological  realities,  the  Commission,  as  part  of  the 
process  of  preparing  the  new  WGPs  for  the  period  1992-1996, 
envisages  a  more  Integrated structural  approach  with  the  aim 
of: 
Identifying  fleets  defined  aeparately  and  linked  to 
epeclflc stocks exploited by  them; 
- bringing  In  new  parameters  perlllttlng  an  evaluation  of 
fishing  effort,  euch  as  floblng  tl-.,  gear  and  detection 
~~ethods. -19-
1.2.2. Cpntrol  gf  fishing aet!vltlos 
The  conserv&t I  on  policy,  of  wh lch  the  pr IN  purpose  Ia  to 
preserve  the  common  heritage  of  rare  and  renewable  n1tura1 
resourc~s. necessarily  Involves  the application of  rules. 
Any  fisherman  falling  to  comply  with  the  rules  acta  In 
Infringement  of  the  rights of  hie  fellow  flehermen  and  against 
the  common  heritage.  It  Is  therefore  crucial  for  fleher~~en•a 
activities  to  be  efficiently  DOnltored.  This  Ia  vital  to  the 
auccess of  the  common  fisheries policy. 
Furthermore,  failure  to  observe  the  rulo11  under111nee  the  very 
foundations  of  the  conservation  policy,  especially  where  It  Is 
based  on  the  TAC/Quota  system.  Fishermen  whose  actlvltlea- and 
hence  ehor t-term  gaIns  - are  rest  r I  cted  by  catch  lim I tat lone 
tend  not  to  dec I  are  the  Quant It 1  es  effect I  ve I  y  caught  or  the 
actual  areas  fished.  But  these  data  are  vital  for  scientific 
evaluation of stocks and  forward  calculation of annual  TACe. 
Since  agreement  was  reached  on  the  common  fisheries  policy  In 
1983  the  Commission  has  spared  no  effort  In  lte  Implementation 
of  effective control  measures.  In  one  of  the first applications 
of  the  subsidiarity  principle,  the  monitoring  of  flahlng  wae 
decentralized  to Member  State  level  from  the outset.  The  Member 
States  bear  prime  responsibility  for  such  monitoring  In  their 
territory  and  waters.  Naturally,  monitoring  Is  carried  ~t by 
the  Member  States  vls-i-vls  the  activities  of  all  veaaela 
operating  ln  their  waters,  which  Implies  compliance  with 
conservation measures  by  third country vessels.  The  commlaelon'e 
role  Is  to •monitor  the monitoring•.  It  Inspects the activities 
of  national  Inspectors as  they  go  about  their work. 
Connunl ty  legle !at I  on  has  been  t lghtened  U)}  eevera 1  tIMe  to 
keep  cheek  on  Quota  uptake  and  prevent  overflahlng;  the 
Commies I  on's  Inspect I  on  powers  have  been  otepped  up  In  the 
Uember  States  and  extended  to  certain  International  waters; 
additional  measures  to  limit  fishing  effort  through  COmmunity 
licences  or  fishing  permits  (which  already exleted  In  embryonic 
form  In  the  1983  legislation- Shetland Box)  have  been  developed 
progressively  (accession  arrangements,  beam  trawlers  In  the 
North  Sea.  etc.).  Finally,  a  eubstantlal  effort  of  financial 
solidarity has  been  made  to  Increase  the  material  resources  for 
fisheries  Inspection  throughout  the  COmmunity.  and  especially  In 
certain  less  prosperous  Member  States  or  countries  with  heavy 
costs because of  the extensive areas  to be  ~nltored. PtriGNIOI 
ll'lnapaet I  on 
•  urre 
H•vlns 
d'lnspoctlon 
•  IS  I 
No.bro  tot  1 I 
de  Joura  d'lns-
PIC t I  on  on  .e'r 
Surveillance 
dtiiMO  ""'a llllllrOIIs 
Noabre  IMIIG I 
houros  do 
surwollllnto, 
-20-
Stronger  Community  control  has  yielded  results.  The  ~ember 
States  have  set  up  fisheries  surveillance schemes  without  which 
many  conservation measures  would  have  been  flouted.  However.  as 
the  fo I lowing  table  of  prov Is lona I  data  (further  data  to  be 
supplied  by  the  Member  States)  shows.  the  control  arrangements 
etlll  present  serious  InadeQuacies.  The  recording  and 
notification  to  the  COmmission  of  catch  data  Is  not  well 
established  In  all  the  ~ber  States.  and  this  situation 
Jeopard! zes  stock  management  because  nat lona I  admfnlstrat Ions 
cannot  fix  the  date  for  Quota  depletion  aufflclently  well  In 
advance. 
anc 1our  OANEIWIK  AlUIIAGKE  [SfAGHE  FUIIC£  IaLANDE  PAYS-lAS  I'OlllUG.\t 
A  B  A  e  A  a  A  8  A  I  A  B  A  a  A  a 
3  3  200  -I 
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This worrying situation  Is due  mainly  to the  following  factors: 
the  catch  capacity  of  the  fleet  greatly  exceeds  accessible 
catch  opportunities.  Jn  the  face  of  growing  competition  for 
a  diminishing  resource,  fishermen  are  led  to break  the rules, 
sometimes  on  a  massive  scale; 
difficulties  specific  to  the  fishing  Industry.  The 
conservation  policy,  especially  as  It  I•  based  on  catch 
accounting  by  area  and  by  epecles  within  the  limit  of  the 
TACs  and  Quotas.  Is extremely difficult  to enforce because of 
the  heterogeneity of  the  fishing  Industry,  the  vast extent  of 
areas to be  supervised.  the mobility of  the  fishermen and  the 
multiplicity of  landing  places; 
I -21-
- the  lack  of  commitment  by  the  political  authorities  and  the 
shortcomings  of  national  administrations.  Even  In  certain 
Yember  States with ample  sophisticated monitoring facilities, 
the  surveillance  system  presents  major  Inadequacies  In 
practice. 
The  traditional  methods  of  Inspection  of  fishing  at  sea  are 
tedious,  costly  and  fairly  Ineffective.  It  aooms  toulblo  to 
Improve  tho  Drocodyros.  as  woll  as  aafoty.  by  tho  uso  of  mpdorn 
cgmmunlcatlon  tochnlguos. 
Technologies  based  on  the  use of  eatellltes  ahould  Improve  the 
efficiency  of  fisheries  aurvelllance  and  thus  lead  to  far  more 
efficient management  of  resources. 
The  eystem  under  consideration would  Involve  establishment of an 
Integrated computerized  network  for  locating flahlng  veesels and 
communicating  data  between  the  various  Member  States  and  with 
the COmmission. 
The  network  would  permit: 
Identification  at  any  time  of  the  position  of  any  fishing 
vessel  wherever  It  happens  to be; 
- processing of data  by  national  and/or  Community  centres; 
- distribution  of  data  to  enable  Member  States  to  monitor 
fishing  vessels  In  their  waters  whatever  tho  flag,  and  to 
locate their own  vessels. 
The  gathered  data  would  be  used  for  devising  monitoring  and 
management  models  with  which  to  test  the  reliability  of  data 
received and  compliance  with  tho  rules,  and  also to evaluate the 
Impact  of alternative measures  relating to quotas and  authorized 
fishing  periods. 
Any  hostility  on  tho  part  of  the  flahermen  vls-i-vis  ouch  a 
system would  be  countered  by  the  Inherent  advantages.  Among  the 
main  benefits offered by  the system are that  It  can  be  used: 
- for  Improving  the  Individual  safety of each  vessel; -22-
- for  commercial  purposes apeclflc to the vessel  owner; 
- for  controlling flrst-aale prices because  It will  be  possible 
to  obtain,  at  any  tiM,  detallll  of  aupplles  to  the  various 
markets.  This  will  enable  flsher~~en  to  adjust  their 
landings.  Greater  balance  between  1111arlcet  aupp·ly  and  demand 
will  eventually reduce e1pendlture from  the guarantee  funds; 
- for  developing onboard piloting eyetems  giving  Information on 
the conduct  of  the vessel.  according  to operating conditions. 
which  can  be used  for  Improving  perfor•ance. 
The  Commission  Ia  taking  ateps  to  Integrate 
computerized  surveillance  facilities  Into  a 
architecture so  as  to ensure  harmonious  development, 
technical  Incompatibility  and  to obtain  the greatest 
at the  lowest  cost. 




Naturally,  for  surveillance  purposes  It  ts  stilt  necessary  to 
make  Inspections  at  sea  and  at  landing  places,  but  the  use  of 
satel I ltes  could  reduce  costs,  or  Increase  efficiency  for  the 
same  outlay. 
Given  the  technical  scale and  conceivable  legal  Implications of 
the development  of such  a  network,  the aforementioned advantages 
must  be  emphasized  to the  fishermen  and  other  parties concerned 
so  that.  before  any  In It I  at lve  Ia  set  In  traIn,  there  Is  a 
genuine  will  to  see  It  In  place,  with  the  Industry  and  the 
national  authorities  expressing  themselves  In  favour  of 
Implementing  and  making  full  use of  the possibilities offered by 
lt. 
1.2.3.  Rosoueb 
Article  130f  of  the  Treaty,  Introduced  by  the  Single  Act, 
contains  the  basic  justification  for  research  programmes 
Implemented  within  the  EEC  Treaty  framework:  •The  Community's 
aim  shall  be  to strenthen the scientific and  technological  basis 
of  European  Industry  and  to  encourage  It  to  become  more 
competitive at  International  level.• 
The  fisheries  research  programme  (FAR)  was  epelt  out  In  Council 
Regulation  CEEC)  No  3252/87  and  adopted  by  Council  Decision 
87/53<4/EEC.  It  forms  part  of  the  Second  Framework  Research 
Programme  and  runs  from  1988  to 1992  with  a  global  bUdget  of  ECU 
30  111111on. 
It  covers 
technIQUes. 
products. 
areas  such  as 
aquaculture  and 
f Ieber lea  unagement,  fIsh lng 
value  enhancement  of  fisheries (4) 
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The  11aln  obJective  of  FAR  Ia  to  promote  the  correct 
Implementation  of  the  Common  Fisheries  Polley  through 
coordination  and  complementarity  with  national  research 
programmes  and  the  InItIatIon  of  new  programmes  In  areas  of 
particular  111portance  for  the smooth  conduct  of  the CFP. 
Three  years  after  the  launch lng  of  FAA,  78  r~eearch  proposa Is 
have  been  selected for  a  total  amount  of about  ECU  18.7 111111on. 
Most  of  the  proposals  Involve  the  responsibility  of  several 
research centres  In  ~re than one  Member  State. 
The  cooperation  Ia  already  beginning  to  bear  fruit.  The 
exchange  of  Ideas,  technIQUe a,  sc  lent lets  and  resu I  te  between 
the  various centres  In  the Member  States has  Increased,  and  this 
Is  reducing  the  wastage  of  human,  technical  and  financial 
resources,  already fairly  limited. 
The  new  agricultural  and  agrolndustrlal  research  programme 
(1991-1994),  which  Includes  fisheries  and  Is  part  of  the  Third 
framework  programme,  wltl  be  developed  Jointly  with  DG  VI  and 
XII.  The  budget  (ECU  333  million)  has  not  yet  been  allocated 
among  the  sectors  but  It  Ia  essential  that  a  substantial 
percentage  be  allocated  to  fisheries  research  In  order  to 
continue  the work  started with  FAR. 
Data  concerning  the  location,  areas  of  research  and 
administrative  aspects  of  all  the  research  establishments 
concerned  with  fisheries  and  aQuaculture  In  the  Connunlty  will 
be  given  In  the  FAR  Guide  to  Fisheries  Research  Centres  to  be 
published  In  1991. -24-
PART  2  ;  SUPPLY  AND  PROCESSING  OF  FISHERY  AND  AQUACULTURE  PBOQUCIS 
2.1.  MARKET  ORGAHIZAJION 
The  restrictions  Imposed  on  the  Community  fleet  as  regards 
access  to stocks,  both  Internal  and  external,  create structural 
ahortages  In  the  supply  of  fishery  products  to  the  Colmlunlty 
market.  It  Is  therefore  necessary  for  the Community  to operate 
a  twofold  policy of opening  Its market  to  Imported  products and 
deploying  Its fleet  In  the main  world  fishing areas particularly 
In  waters  which,  as  laid  down  by  the  new  Law  of  the  Sea,  come 
under  the  Jurisdiction of of non-Community  countries. 
The  11arket  organization  for  fishery  products,  was  the  first 
component  of  the  common  fisheries  policy  Introduced  by  the 
council  In  1970.  The  principles  of  the  regime  are  generally 
undtsputed as  far  as  the  Internal  market  Is concerned,  but  there 
are  more  prob !ems  as  regards  the  app !I cat I  on  of  the  rules  to 
trade with third countries. 
The  COmmunity  fishery  products  market  Is  highly  dependent  on 
Imports  from  non-community  countries. 
Community  trade  In  fishery  products  whether  In  foodflsh  or  meal 
and  oil,  Is  marked  by  a  structural  deficit  which  Is  Increasing 
appreciably  from  year  to year. 
In  the  last  five  years this deficit has  risen by  about  15  to  2~ 
per  year  In  quantity and  In  value. 
In  1988,  Conlnunlty  Imports  amounted  to  ECU  5.4 billion 
(excluding  meal  and  oil)  which  makes  the  Community  the  top 
Importer  of  fishery  products  tn  the world,  coming  ahead of  Japan 
and  the  USA.  If  ~~eal,  oil  and  other  products  are  added  this 
would  mean  a  further  ECU  345  1111111on  making  a  total  Import 
figure of  ECU  5.7 billion <see  Annex  Va). 
This figure should  be  compared  with: 
a>  the  value  of  Community  landings  for  human  consumption, 
estimated to be  ECU  6.5 billion  In  1988. - 25 -· 
b)  the  values  of  l~ports of  various  agricultural  products where 
fishery  products  come  second  after'  fruit  and  vegetables 
(ECU  8.3 billion). 
As  regards  the  external  trade,  four  products  accounted  In  1988 
(Irrespective  of  presentation)  for  almost  571  of  the  deficit: 
shrimps  (20S),  cod  (141),  salmon  (121)  and  tuna  (11X)  (see Annex 
VI). 
This  dependency  means  that  the  Community  aarket  Is  precariously 
balanced.  The  market  must  be  supplied  In  order  to Meet  demand 
from  consumers  and  the  processing  lndustrlea while  safeguarding 
the  Interests of Community  flohermen. 
In  this connection  the market  organization  for  tuna,  which  alms 
to  compensate  Commun tty  producers  for  the  d taadvantages 
resulting  from  the  Import  arrangements,  must  be  reviewed  again 
In  the  near  future.  The  mechanisms  need  to be  reviewed  In  order 
to  adapt  the  level  of  Conmunlty  aid  to .budgetary  obJectives 
which  are more  satisfactory overall. 
In  1987  the  Conmunlty  Introduced  a  market  supply  framework  In 
the  form  of  autonomous  quotas  erga omnes.  planned  In  accordance 
with  foreseeable  needs  and  the  amounts  which  would  be  provided 
by  the  EEC  fleet,  taking  Into  account  realistic  production 
potential  resulting  from  the  application,  In  the  negotiation of 
fishing  agreements,  of  the  principle of  access  to  resources  In 
return for  access  to the market. 
The  Importance  of  access  to  external  •tocks  Is  Illustrated  by 
the  fact  that at present  about  25S  of  total  Community  catches of 
fishery  products  for  human  consumption  come  from  International 
waters  or  waters  under  the  Jurisdiction  of  non-community 
countries. 
2.2.  ACCESS  TO  EXTERNAL  STOCKS 
The  Community  responded  successfully  to  the  political  and 
economic  challenge  of  the  general  extension,  under  the  new  Law 
of  the  Sea.  of  the  fishing  zones  of  coastal  states to 200  miles 
from  the base  lines.  The  new  legal  situation, which  places  35% 
of  the  world  ocean  area  under  the  Jurisdiction  of  the  coastal 
states concerned  and  entrustu  them  with  the management  of almost 
951 of existing marine  resources,  has  ~ant the  loss of  a  great 
number  of areas traditionally fished by  Member  States'  fleets. - 26  -
In  view  of  the  dependency  of  the  Community  fleet  on  access  to 
the  waters  of  ~n-conmunlty countries,  arrangements  permitting 
such  access, •alnly  In  the  form  of  fishing agreements,  are today 
a  basic element  of  the common  fisheries policy  (see Annex  VII). 
Development  of these agreements  with  non-community  countries has 
made  It  possible  to  maintain,  restore  and  develop  the  vital 
Interests of  the Community  and  the Member  States, either  through 
reciprocal  rights (Northern Eurepean  countries), or  by  financial 
compensation  (developing  countries)  or  trade  concessions 
(Canada)  or  a  combination of  these  (Greenland,  Morocco). 
In  view  of  the  tradition  of  Community  1hlps  flehlng  In  the 
waters  of  Northern  European  countries  (Norway,  SWeden,  the 
Faroes,  Greenland)  and  the  preeminent  role  of  agreements  with 
these countries,  the COmmunity  must  continue  to give priority to 
relations with  these countries  In  order  to be  able  to stock  the 
•arket  satlsfa~torlly  and  also  to  11ake  up  for  the  fishing 
possibilities no  longer  offered by  Canada  and  the United  States. 
The  following  table  shows  the  situation  on  30 June  1990  broken  down 
Into  the different  types of agreement  concluded  by  the Community. - 27  -
FISHING  AGREEMENTS  CONCLUDED  BY  THE  COWYUNITY 
TYPE  OF  NON-COtAfUN I  TY  DURATION  ANNUAL  AMOUNT  OF  CCMIENTS 
FISHING  COUNTRY  (t.tONTH/YEAR)  THE  FINANCIAL 
AGREEMENT  COMPENSATION 
CHARGEABLE  TO  THE 
COMMUNITY  BUDGET 
CECU  million) 
Reciprocal  Norway  08/81  to 06/91  -
agreements  SWeden  0<4/81  to 0<4/91  -
Farces  03/81  to 03/91  -
Agreements  on  the  Canada  01/82  to 12/87  -
1 
basis of access  to 
resources/access 
to markets 
Agreements  based  United States  11/84 to 06/89  2 
on  access to  extended to 06/91 
surplus 
Agreements  based  Angola  05/90 to 05/92  8.985  I  on  flnanc Ia I  Cape  Verde  3 years  0.870  3 
compensation  Comoros  07/88 to 07/91  0.4168  I  Cbte  d'lvolre  3  years  2.766  3 
Dominica  3  years  0.<458  I  Gambia  07/90 to 06/93  1.370 
Guinea  01/90 to 12/91  3.750  ! 
-
Guinea  Bissau  06/89 to 06/91  S.965 
Equatorial 
Guinea  06/89 to 06/92  2.388 
Mauritius  3 years  0.700  3 
Madagascar  05/89  to 05/92  1.265 
Mauritania  08/90 to 07/93  9.870 
Mozambique  01/90 to 12/91  3.425 
Sao  Tome  and 
Principe  06/90 to 05/93  0.725 
Seychelles  01/90 to 01/93  3.3 
Senegal  05/90 to O.C/92  15. 
Sierra Leone  2  years  2.825  3 
Tanzania  2  years  0.680  3 
MozambiQue  3 years  0.<457  3 
Gabon  3 years  3.050  3 
I  4  Agreements  based  Greenland  01/90 to 12/9<4 ,  3<4.260 
on  access  to the  Morocco  03/88 to 02/92  70.375 
market  wl th 
financial 
compensation 
TOTAL  172  821 
1  Framework  agreement  of unlimited duration still  In  force. 
2 Various obligations required.  · 
3 Not  In  force. 
"An  additional  ECU  2.237  million  was  committed  In  1990  after  fishing  exceeded  the 
agreed  level. - 28-
The  Commission  Intends  to  pursue  Its  efforts,  on  the  basis  of 
directives  from  the Council,  to  conclude  new  fishing  agreements 
with  certain states  In  Eastern  Europe,  Africa,  the  Indian  Ocean 
and  the  Caribbean.  In  view  of  the  Interest  expressed  by 
Member  States•  fishermen  In  the  South  Atlantic  - Involving 
Namibia  and  latin America  In  particular - and  the potential  for 
tuna  fishing  In  the Pacific,  the COmmunity  should also endeavour 
to extend  Its fishing poaalbllltles towards  these regions. 
The  current  policy  of  financial  compensat lon  In  return  for 
access  to  resources  coming  under  the  jurisdiction  of  the 
developing  countries  Ia  a  abort  or  aedlum  term  pol Icy.  The 
developing  countries  are  acquiring  a  fishing  capacity  enabling 
them  to  exploit  their  own  resources.  Consequently,  the 
Community  Ia  facing  Increasing  competition  with  other 
Industrialized  countries  and  must  look  Into  all  the  additional 
posslbl I I ties  for  aafeguardlng  Ita  position  as  a  privileged 
partner  In  the context of  Its fisheries agreements. 
In  this  new  context,  as  In  the  context  of  agreements  based  on 
the  pr lnclple  of  access  to  resources  In  return  for  access  to 
markets,  It  Is  necessary  to  consider  now  association  formuloa 
with  the oblectlye of moro  lasting cooperation with  the  Partners 
In  these countries.  In  gartlcu!ar  by  means  of: 
transfer of  technology  and  know-bow; 
- provision of capital  and  capital  goods; 
- vocational  training; 
- development  of  distribution  networks  In  the  associated 
countries; 
- closer scientific and  technical  cooperation. 
The  aim  of  this  type  of  agreement  Is  to  provide,  In  the 
substantive  provisions,  a  framework  of  economic  and  legal 
security  for  Joint  enterprises  to •ake  It  easier  for  Community 
shipowners  to  use  their  vessels  and  to  reduce  external 
dependency  for  supplies to the Community  market. 
These  •second  generat ion•  agreements  will  create  more  stable 
conditions  and,  through  closer  Integration  Into  the  local 
economy,  make  It  possible  to  develop  more  substantial  links 
between  the  Interests of  the operators  Involved. -29-
In  practice  the  exploitation  of  external  resources  should 
therefore  reinforce  the  aolldarlty  and  reciprocal  Interests  of 
operators  In  the  Community  and  the  non-community  countries 
concerned.  The  objective of  developing  Joint  enterprises  Is  the 
permanent  lntegrat I  on  of  the  fish lng  Interests  and  commercIa 1 
Interests  of  the  partners.  In  such  a  system  the  eontr I  but I  on 
from  COmmunity  enterprloes should  help  the  Interest&  of  foreign 
firms. 
As  regards  the Mediterranean.  Community  Initiatives are not  only 
aiMed  at  Introducing.  In  water• under  the fisheries  Jurisdiction 
of  the  Member  States  concerned,  a  common  system  for  the 
management  and  conservation  of  fish  etocks  but  also  at  setting 
up  a  global  policy of  cooperation between  the coastal  states of 
the Mediterranean and  other  countries which  come  to fish there. 
Exploitation  of  stocks  In  International  waters  necessitates 
appropr late  conservat lon  systems.  The  Community  should  play  a 
central  role  within  the  International  fisheries  organizations 
concerned  In  view  of  Its  political  and  economic  Importance  and 
the  experience  which  It  can  contribute  In  the  organization  of 
fisheries. 
Lastly the  development  and  coordination of research  Into  fishing 
techniques  and  the  organlzat ton  of  exploratory  voyages  will 
permit  the  corrmerclal  exploitation  of  stocks  as  yet  untapped 
(deep  waters,  southern hemisphere,  etc.) and  reveal  the possible 
scope  for  new  fishing agreements. 
2.3.  AQUACULTURE 
World  production  from  fish,  ehellflah  and  seaweed  farming  was 
estimated  to be  10.5 million tonnes  In  1986.  Europe  accounts  for 
1.4 million  tonnes,  I.e.  13%,  and  the  12  EEC  Member  States  for 
0.8 million  tonnes.  I.e. 81. 
Financial  aid  from  the  Community  for  the  development  of 
aquaculture  In  Europe  Is  an  Important  element  of  fisheries 
structural  policy,  especially  as  the  ..  aaures  taken  by  the 
Community  to  adjust  the  fishing  effort  of  European  fleets  to 
actua I  stocks  will  - at  least  temporar lly  - have  a  negat lve 
Impact  on  the  balance  of  trade  In  fishery  products  between  the 
Community  and  Ita partners. -3o-
The  development  of  aquaculture  will  •ake  It  possible  to  reduce 
the  volume  of  Imports  Into  the  COSmunity  through  •elective  aid 
for  fIrma  developing  the  bast  far111 ng  technIques  for  the  I!IIO&t 
profitable types of product. 
The  extremely  rapid growth  In  the number  of proJects financed  by 
the  Commission  In  1988  (266  proJects  representing  roughly 
ECU  40  million  of  Comrnun 1  ty  aid)  demonatntes  the  Important 
development  thla •ector  Ia  undergoing. 
It  Is,  however,  necessary  to  dletlnguleh  between  the  types  of 
flshfarmlng  for  which  the  technical  difficulties  have  been 
overcome  and  those still  facing  practical obstacles,  such  as  the 
availability of  Juveniles or  problems  of nutrition and  disease. 
As  regards  nutritional  problems  and  the collection of  Juveniles 
from  the  natural  environment,  the problem  ~st be  viewed  In  the 
light of  the  avallabl I lty of fish stocks and  the general  context 
of  the  Increasing scarcity of  certain resources  and  competition 
between  fishing and  aquaculture. 
Finally,  environmental  constraints,  eueh  sa  the  maintenance  or 
restoration of  the  quality of  coastal  or  Inland  waters  polluted 
by  factors external  or  Internal  to the  farming  systems,  and  keen 
competition  with  other  human  activities  for  the  occupation  of 
sites  available  for  the  development  of  aquaculture,  raise  a 
number  of difficulties which  are growing  In  Importance. 
2.4.  PROCESSING  ANQ  MARKETING  OF  FISHERY  ANP  AQUACULTURE  PROQUCJS 
The  processing  and  marketing  of  fishery  products  are  vital 
components  of  the  food  fish  Industry. 
A  I  arge  proportion  of  fishery  producte  are  processed  before 
reaching  the  end  user.  Improvement  of  processing and  marketing 
conditions  111alnly  to  Improve  quality  and  presentation,  will 
ensure wider  outlets and  better prices,  thus  helping  to  Increase 
the productivity of  the sector  and  Improve  producers'  Incomes. 
The  structure  1  Aegu tat I  on  (EEC)  No  355/n  adopted  In  1977 
covering  both  fisheries  and  agriculture,  was  designed  to 
encourage  the  development  and  rationalization of  firms  Involved 
In  the  process lng  and  market lng  of  agr I  cui tura I  and  flehery 
products. [51 
-31-
Since  1985,  10X  of  the  annual  EAGGF  Guidance  budget  ear11arked 
for  this  measure  has  been  reserved  for  fisheries  (see 
Annex  VIII). 
IMplementation  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  confirmed  that  It 
was  not  completely  suitable  for  the  structural  ~~easures  which 
are  needed  In  the sector  of  fish  proceeelng  and  •arketlng.  The 
criteria  for  selecting  lnvsst ..  nt  project•  had  remained  largely 
directed  towards  the  need  for outlets for  the  production of  the 
COmmunity  fishing  Industry according  to the traditional  approach 
In  the agricultural  sector. 
As  part  of  the  refor•  of  the  atructural  Funds  and  ~re 
particularly  In  connection with  Its Objective 5(a), a  new  system 
set  out  In  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4042/89  specific  to  the 
processing and  marketing of  fishery and  aquaculture products was 
Introduced  on  1  January  1990.  This  system,  while  retaining  the 
obJective  of  Improving  the  situation  In  the  baste  products 
sector,  takes  1n0re  account  of  all  the  developmental  factors 
Involved  In  the processing  Industry and  the marketing of  fishery 
products  Including  the  deficits  In  the  supply  of  raw  •aterlals 
to  the  Community. 
The  doubling  of  the structural  Funds  provided  for  by  the  reform 
will  also make  It possible to give these measures a  budget  which 
corresponds  to the  real  needs.  For  the  first three years  (1991-
1993).  total  financial  aid  from  the  Connunlty  will  be 
ECU  157  million. ti'MCfi Y.lSEIEtUBS  POLIC't 
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m ~  CDil!nlNI'lY ANNEX  I 
WORLD  CATCHES  BY  MAIN  PRODUCER  1986-88 Captures IQDdlalot par prlnelpayx  prodyetoura d9  1186 6  1988 
(ezprl-' en Tonnes) 
Paya  ou  zone  1986  1887  1988 
Japon  11.976.2741  11.8418.582  11.896.835 
URSS  11.259.855  11.159.617  11 .332.101 
Chine  8.000.063  9.3416.222  10.358.678 
C E E  12  7.850.312  7.125.090  7.11)10.111 
Pjrou  5.813.977  4.583.600  6.837.106 
USA  5.186.619  5.166.619  5.865.598 
Chill  5.571.638  41.814.6411  5.210.201 
l.nde  2.923.210  2.907.775  3.14&5.650 
eorlle  (Rilp.)  3.103.468  2.876.367  2.727.059 
lndonble  2.457.082  2.584.970  2.703.260 
ThaT Iande  2.536.335  2.200.953  2.350.000F 
Ph lllpp lnes  1.916.3417  1.888.718  2.041.920 
Danemark  1.848.672  1.706.383  1.971.834 
Norv.ge  1.913.874  1.8419 ...  54  1.826.385 
Ialande  1.658.550  1.632.666  1.758  ...  841 
eorlle  CD  P Ap)  1.700.239F  1.  700.252F  1.700.002F 
Eapagne  1.434.384F  1.393.362F  1 ...  30.000F 
France  870.707  861.039  897.590F 
Royaume-Unl  825.714  917.690  809.633 
Ita lie  568.161  560.412  559.2  ..  9 
Paya-Bas  4541.776  44i6.138  388.834i 
Portugal  401.9417  395.091  346.858 
lrlande  231.134  249.160  252.679F 
Allemagne  202.366  201.837  208.458 
source  :  FM ANNEX  II 
FISHING  AREAS  (ICES/CGPU) .... 
I  f 
:  I  ·  ... · 
ICES  FISHING AREAS 
0  100  100  JOO  &00  100 
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~  • ANNEX  Ill 
CATCHES  EEC  12  :  BIOMASS  AND  CATCHES  OF  CERTAIN  STOCKS 
FISHING  MORTALITY  IN  MAIN  STOCKS C A P T U R E S  E U R - 1 2 
IIOMASSE  DE  CERTAINS  STOCKS 
CARTE  REI  lEGION$ 
BEG I ON  1  C  I EW  I  +  I I  + V +  X  I I  +  X  IV 
eaptyroa  - cablllaud, 'glefln, .aQuereau 
llgmeaao  dy  atpst roprpdystoyr  : 
- cablllaud E1t  Groenland 
- cablllaud ArctiQue  Nord-Est 
REGION  2  EST  ClEW  lila+  IV 
Gaptyroa  - cablllaud, 'glefln, ~rlu 
- hareng  (lila+ IV+ Vlld), aaQuereau 
-pile, aote 
llpmo•ao  dy  etpct roprodyctoyr 
- cablllaud, 'glefln: Skagerrak,  Kattegat, Mer  du  ~rd 
- hareng  :  Belta,  Skagerrak,  Kattegat,  Mer  4u  Nord, 
Manche  OUest, 
- aaQuereau  :  Mer  ~  Nord 
-pile  Skagerrak, Kattepat, Mer  du  Nord 
- SOle  :  Mer  au  Nord 
lEGION  2  QUEST  ClEW  VI+ VII 
Gtptyros:- cablllaud, 'glefln, aerlu 
- hareng  (ezcept' Vlld), aaQuereau 
- pile. aole 
lfge•••• fu etpet roprpdUstour  : 
- cablllaud  :  OUeet  EcoiSe,  Mer  d'lrlande,  Canal  de 
lrlatol, Mer  CeltiQue, Wanche 
- 'glefln :  0Ue1t  ECOIIe 
- hareng  0Ue1t  Ecoa1e,  Nord  0Ue1t  trlande,  Mer 
CeltiQue,  ~nche OUeet 
- ..  QUereau  :  atock OUest 
- o  lfe  :  wer  d'lr Iande 
- aore  :Mer d'lrlande,  Mancha  OUest,  canal  de  1r11to1, 
Mer  CeltiQue IEGIQN  3  ClEW  VII+  IX 
GJpturoa  - •aQuereau, eerlu,  pile, aole 
16liiQUE  ClEW  lllb, c,  d 
Gaptyroa:- cablllaud, hareng 
••om••••  dy  atost reprpdystour 
- cablllaud: Ieite 1  laltlaue 
- hareng  :  Baltlaue Oueat 
MEQITEBBAN£E  FAO  37 
Ceptyroa  - ancholt, eerlu, aardlne 
GQLEE  QU  liQN  FAO  37.1.2. 
GJpturta  - anchola, eerlu, aardlne 
AQBIATIAYE  FAO  37.2.1. 
Cepturo•  anchols,  aerlu, aardlne 
MER  EGEE  FAO  37.3.1. 
captures  anchola, ..  rlu, aardlne 
NB.  Lea  d6claratlona de  capturea des  E.W.  ae  falsant  cr•apr6s  les atocks 
et non  d'apria  lea  zonea  atatletiQues ClEW. 
Les  capture•  cru  atock  hareng  IVc),  Vlld)  cr6clar6es  par  los  E.W. 
pour  leo  anMu  1188  et  1889  ont  6t6  ''part  lea  aur  Ia  baae  cru 
pourcentage  .oyen  0.1  capture•  enreg11tr6e1  PQUr  chacune  ~~ creus 
zone•  lee  creus  crernl6re1  ann6e1  (1888 et  1887)  ~  Ia  e6rle  CRONOS 
aolt  :  73,75  S  pour  Vlld) et 26,25 S  pour  IVc). 
SOURCE 
- CAptures  .  . 
1882/1887 CRONOS  (IIUf laltiQUI 1882/1188) 
1188/1189  Clpturel  cr6clar6ea  par  •••  E.U. 
(laltlaue uniQUement  1889); 
- Blomaate  ere  certains atocke  reproducteure  : 
'  Ia  DCi  XIV, 
15e  rapport  CSTP  et  en  comp 16ment  coop, rat lve  re11arch  report 
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N.B.  Autun~  refer~nc~ i  la biomasse n'est  ici  possibl~ compte  tenu de  L'etat 
d~s avis  sci~ntifiqu~s et  techniqu~s dans  c~tte  region. 
-l 
·-ANNEXE  3 
lfJRrALI'l'E  PAR  PECHE  DANS  LES  PRINCIPAUX  S'l'OCXS 
Source  :  Rapports  du  CCGP  et  du  Grou;.-e  a~ Trova.1.l  ~u ClEM  (1929 
Eapece  Zone  Faax  F-86  P-BS  F-84  Moyenne  Reduction 
Cabillaud lV-llla  0,25  U,I:IJ  C,I:IO  U,1:14  u,s:.:  iU 
IVa  0,26  0185  1103  0192  0,93  72 
VII  a  0,26  0,80  0,77  0,73  0,77  66 
VIIf,g  0,29  0,79  0,50  0  52  0,60  52 
Kattegat  0,22  1,21  1,22  1,16  1,20  62 
sxa9errak  0,23  1,33  0,88  0,87  , •. 03  78 
Eglefin  IV-Ilia  0,32  1,07  0,94  0,99  1,00  68 
VIa  0,24  0,40  0165  0,70  0,58  59 
Merlan  IV-III  a  0,35  0,89  0182  0,87  0,86  59 
VIa  0182  0,70  0,95  0177  0,80  - 3 
VIII  a  0133  1104  1 1 , 9  , 120  , • 14  71 
VIIf,g  0,33  1,20  1, 25  1,34  1,26  74 
I.ieu noir  IV  0,35  ·o, 75  0173  0,69  0,72  52 
VI  0132  o,5a  0,28  0,24  0,37  13 
Sole  IV  0,26  0,57  0,56  0,59  0,57  55 
VII  a  0,35  0,47  0,32  0,31  0,37  5 
VIIf, g  0,26  0,37  0,31  0,28  0,32  19 
VIle  0,32  0,38  0,40  0,35  0,38  15 
VIIIab  0,14  0,42  0,39  0,37  0,39  64 
Plie  IV  0,22  0,43  0,38  0,39  0,40  45 
VIla  0,37  0,56  0,52  0,47  0,52  28 
VIIf, 9  0,29  0,45  0,49  0,60  0,31  44 
Kattegat  0,20  0,37  0,33  0,74  0,48  58 
FO. 1 
Bar  eng  IV-VIID  0, 14  0,53  0,61  0,41  0,52  73 
lila  0,22  0,73  0,81  0,80  0,78  72 
VI  aN  0,16  0,31  0,22  0,37  0,30  47 
VI-Clyde  0,13  0,32  0,39  0,29  0,33  61 
VlaB,VIIb,c  0,16  0,23  0,21  0,21  0,22  26 
Balt 22-24+ lila  0,22  0,73  0,81  0,80  0,78  72 
Poutassou Nord  0,23  0,33  0,26  0,25  0,28  18 
Maquereau  0,15  0,27  0,22  0,20  0,23  35 
. Reduction  (\)  requise  ~our atteindre la  ~ur~ftltte cible  par  peche 
dan&  l~S  VrlnClp~uX  StD~k~ 
(Fmax  pour les stocks  dimersaux et F0,1  pou~ les stocks  pelag~~ues) 
IV  VIab  VII&  VIle  VIIFg  V!IIab  VIIIc+IXA  Skagerrak 
Cabillaud  70  72  66  52  78 
Eglefin  68  59 
Merlan  59  0  71  74 
Lieu noir  52  13 
Plie  45  28  4<1  0 
SOle  55  5  15  19  64 
Merlu  36  43 
Bauc!roie  38 
l.IUUiOU&tin  38 
Poutassou  18 
Hareng  73  Vln-47  72 
VIa Cl  de-61 
VIaS, Vllb,  C"-2 




Valeurs  ealculies  comme  equivalent a (1-Fm&x/FB4-F86)  pour  les stocks  demersaux. 
Valeur&  calculies comme  equivalent i  (1  - F0,1/F84-F86)  pour les stocks pelagique&. 
Source  :  Rapports  du  CCGP  et du  Grouped~ travail correspondant  (1989). ANNEX  IV 
TREND  OF  COMMUNITY  FLEET  CAPACITY 
PRESENT  POSITION  OF  FISHING  VESSL  REGISTER 
SUMMARY  OF  COMMUNITY  FINANCIAL  ASSISTANCE  UNDER 
REGULATION  (EEC)  N"  4028/86 REGULATION  (CEE)  Rl4028/86 
HULTIANNUAL  CUIDANCE  PROGRAMS 
Achie~ement of programme targets:  31.06.1990  {1) 
KEMBER 
STATE 
Situation Objective Situ~tion Situation 
01.01.87  01.01.90  01.01.90  30.06.90 
Objective Objective 
31.12.90  31.12.91 
_(a)_ _  _(b)  ___  (c) __ _  (d) ___  _ 
B  "l'JB  25165  24785  25445  26076  22870  21340 







"l'JB  136680 
JtW  536667 
"l'JB  51500 
JtW  139100 
TJB  137761 
xw  568823 
TJB  623719 
Jtw  1950010 
TJB  209560 
JtW  1158576 
TJB  58845 
:KW  234892 
TJB  302986 
xw  1796829 
TJe  82400 
KW  498000 







122687  122265 
524515  521150 
51270  47900 
139000  127000 
137079  129729 
561318  576288 








1941079  1951296  1946111 
208764  213302  212946 











57335  55822 
229160  203109 
49855(1)  49903 
189080( 1)  200502 
299507  282576  280183 
1771833  1746921  1475313 
80004 
486430  474200 
209540  195879 
541003  500490 
161231  175558 

































(1)  Baeed on information on entry and exit of veaaelm  aubmitted by 
Kember  etatea  (art.2) 
(2)  The  UX  authoritiee have  changed  the baaia of recording 
•tatiatica from  active fleet to regiatered fleet in accordance 
with reviaed M.C.P.  of december  1988 
TJB/GRT 
JtW 
Tonnage  de  jauge brutte I  Croaa regietred tonnage 
Puiaaance motrice I  Engine  power SITUATION  ACTUELLE  OU  REGISTRE  DES  NAVIRES  OE  PECHE 
~-------------------------------------------------
IFichier  jProbttrnes I  OC!nMes  I 
PAYS  jTransmisjde  lecture!  COMMENT AIRES  Total  FLotte  Situation IU  I 
I  fs,rieux  I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  BELGIQUE  I  Oui  Oui  IVu  le petit noatlre  I 216  nevires  1er  janvier 1989  I 
I  I  Rhotus  Jde  donn6es,mi aes·l· jour I 25  033  T  JB  I 
r  lanuellea  I  71 653  ICW  I 
I  I  I 
R.F.  D'ALLEMAGN£  Oui  Non  I  I 604 nevirea  1er  janvier 1990  I 
I  I  54  674  TJI  I 
I  I 146  485  KW  I 
I  I  I 
OANEfWIK  Ouf  Non  IFichfer inca.plet  I 3  931  navires  1er janvier 1989  I 
I  575  navfrea dont  le  124  608  TJI  I 
lpuinonre est  incorn.~e  509 968  KW  I 
I  I· 
I 





ESPAGNE  Cui  Non  I  Une  4ftle version  20  730  nav ires  1er  janvier 1989 
fcorrig~e et compl4t~  677 154  TJB 
I  est ettendue  1  988 696  ICW 
I 
I 
FRANCE  Cui  Oui  I  Les  navi res des  DOM  11  244  nevires  1er  jenvier 1989 
Rbolus  lne sont pes  inclus  212  266  TJB 
ILea  donMea evant  1990  1  184  793  ICW 
ISont  rec:onstituns 
I 
JRLANDE  Oui  Cui  IMesure  apecifique  1427 nevires  1er juin 1990 
len cours  52494  TJB 
I  182  715  ICW 
I 
ITALIE  OUi  Oui  fFichler  incomplet  20 085  nevi res  1er  janvier 1989 
Rbolus  \Pas de •sures en coursf  275  134  T  JB 
I  I  2  446 986  ICW 
I  I 
I  I 
I PAYS·BAS  Oui  Non  INe  peut dftluter qu•en  I 1  072 navires  1er septtlllbre 1989 
I  Is  opt  tlllbre 89 au  l i eu  I 171  091  TJB 
I  Ide J-fer  I 560  424  ICW 
I  I  I 
I  PCIR TUGA.L  Oui  Non  I  I 16 603 nevfres  1er janvier 1990 
I  I  I  196 402  TJB 
I  I  I 501  572  ICW 
I  I  I 
I lOYAIJE·UliJ  Oui  CUI  IFichler  lnc~let  1  9  oao  navtrn  l1er Janvier 1989 
I  I  Rbolus  I 183 petits navires  I  77 834  TJB  I 
I  I  Ide puissance  fncomue  I  960 594  ICW  I TABLEAU  RECAPITULATIF  PAR  ACTION  DES  AIDES  CONMUNAUTAIRES  OCTROTEES  AU 
TITRE  DU  REGLERENT  CCEE>  n°  4028/86  DE  1987  A 1990 
( 1) 
MEASURE  1987  1982  1989  1990  1991 
MODERNIZATION  9,09  19 , 3:l'2'0';  2 7  26,22 
CONSTRUCTION  60,84  8,67  63,45  11,84 
AQUACULTURE  24,16  39,97  32,74  47,09 
RECIFS  ART.  0,38 
EXPLORATORl'  F.  2,00  4,40  9,16  •2,50 
JOIN  VENTURES  0,26  0, 28  1,13 
ADJUSTEKENT  26,28  31,20  25,70  61,93 
PORTS  FACILITIES  0,38  3,99  3,29 
NEW  KARXETS  0,42  0,97 
SPECIFIC  MEASURES  6,04  0,48  0,74 
TOTAL  122,37110,23156,49156,09 
OOTATION  l27  140--r-60  197  203 
--- ( l)  Prov.l.s.:.cnal  !.:.giJres 
REPARTITION  PAR  ETAT  RERBRE  DE  CERTAINES  AIDES  CONNUNAUTAIRES 
OCTROYEES  AU  TITRE  DU  REGLE"ENT  (CEE)  n°  4028/86 
ANNEE  1987 
Member  New  Modern/- Per11anent  Te•porary Exper.  Total 
States  Constr.  zat /on  Wltdr~~ttal  lay-off  Fishery 
Belgium  0.22  0.08  o. 78  - - 0.48 
F.R.G.  3. 73  0.32  - 0.84  - 4.2g 
Denmark  - 0.6g  6.14  - - 6.83 
Spain  21.70  2. 76  0.27  5.10  - 28.63 
France  10.60  0.57  0.04  0.25  0.50  17.96 
Greece  3.2g  o. 18  1.14  0.09  - 4.70 
Ireland  o. 12  0.25  - - - 0.37 
Italy  8.85  2.54  3.43  0.72  1.50  17.04 
Netherlands  - 0.25  5.87  - - 6.12 
Portugal  8.28  0.70  1.47  0.74  - 11.19 
U.K.  5.25  7.35  - - - 6.60 
TOTAL  60.84  9.09  18.54  7.74  2.00  98.21 ANNEE  1988 
lfJiO  EC 
llemt>er  New  MOdern I- Peraanent  TeJJporary  Exper.  Specific Fishing  TOTAL 
States  Constr.  zatlon  Wltdrawal  lay-off  Fishery  Measures  Port  fac. 
Belgium  0  0.10  0.27  0  0  0  0  0.31 
F.R.G.  0  0.09  0.77  0.84  0  0  0  7.70 
Demaark  0  1.76  9.33  0  0  0  0  11.09 
Spain  0  6.46  3.14  3.66  0.24  5.8  0  19.30 
France  1.07  1.04  0.04  0.37  1.37  0  0.38  4.27 
Greece  0  0.42  2.85  0  0  0  0  3.27 
Ireland  0  0.65  0  0  0.21  0  0  0.86 
Italy  0  5.60  4.00  7.30  1.61  0  0  12.51 
Netherlands  0  0.13  3.00  0  0.57  0  0  3.70 
Portugal  7.60  0.81  7.34  0.35  1.40  0  0  7 7 .50 
U.IC.  0  2.25  0  0  0  0  0  2.25 
TOTAL  8.67  19.31  24.68  6.52  5.40  5.8  0.38  70.76 
ANNEE  1989 ' 
a/o ECU 
lleml>er  New  llodernt- Per111anent  Te•porary Exper.  Specific F  lshlng  TOTAL 
States  con.str.  zat/on  Wltdrewal  lay-off  Flahery  Measures  Port  fac. 
Belgium  0.42  0.27  0.46  - - 0.004  - 1.154 
F.R.G.  3.25  0.30  7.06  0.257  - - - 4.867 
Denmark  - 3.43  4.00  - 0.35  - - 7.780 
Spain  26.46  7.53  4.50  2.361  7.79  0.317  0.93  43.880 
France  77.56  0.97  0.50  - - - 0.92  13.950 
Greece  3.24  0.76  2.85  - - - - 6.850 
Ireland  0.63  0.86  - - 0.84  - - 2.330 
Italy  8.57  7.95  2.00  0.433  5.06  - - 78.073 
Netherlands  - o. '"  6. 70  - - 0.760  - 6.450 
Portugal  8.20  7.42  7. 77  0.077  0.44  - 2. 14  73.387 
U.K..  7. 72  2.59  - - 0.68  - - 4.390 
TOTAL  63.45  20.27  22.64  3.062  ". 16  0.487  3.99  123.053 ANNEX  V 
DEFINITION  OF  FISHING  EFFORT 
DEFINITION  OF  SOME  TECHNICAL  TERMS Definition of fi.shi.Dg effort 
F.1 Sh1 ng  effort is the sum  of means  depl.oyen for ca:toh1 ng  fish in a definai 
area. aver a  defi.Dai perioi of time. 
Tbe sum  of mea.ns  d.epe:Djs  an: 
(a) the rnnnher.  size.  tonnage.  motive power am  electrom.c EqllipDent of the 
vessel(s); 
(b) the type am cba.racteristics of the f1sh1ng gear (e.g.  mesh.  size  •...  ); 
(o) activ.i.ty of the vessel am  breakdown by type (e.g.  itinerary. effective 
f1 sh1 ng tillle.  non-fishing time ..  ) . 
Ex;plana.tion of terms 
Def:i.nei region: 
This may  be a region with geographical limits (e.g. Golfe du Lion. 
hiria.tio. North Sea.).  a  biological unit (e.g.  a.n  eoosystem such as a  lagcxm 
or pa.rticula.r stock) •  a  fishery (e.g.  North Sea  c:xxl  fi.sbery.  Golfe du Lion 
a.ncbovy fishery). 
Motive power  of YffiSel: 
In priDciple the motive power of a  vessel is expressEd in  ltW.  :Hc:Mever.  two 
vessels ba.ving the same  nominaJ.  power may  have different effective powers 
:beca.llSe of their design (e.g.  tEdmical equipment.  downrating/rerat:t.:cg of 
eogllle ••. ). 
Electron1c ~t: 
Use of sophisticatei equipment for detecti.ng a.ni catch1ng fish. 
'!l'Pe  of~: 
Each type of gear has a  different yield. specific methods  of use am a 
. different impa.ct  on fish populations (e.g.  seleotiv.i.ty by size. age. 
species  •..  ). 
S1ze  of ~ear: 
Tbe size of gear determilles the yield (e.g.  nmnl:er of hooks) •  the size of 
vessel am in some oases the target species (e.g.  sma.ll se1nes for sardine 
fisheries.  J.a.rge  seines for tunas). DEFINITION  OF  SOWE  TECHNICAL  TEAYS 
Maximum  SUstainable Veld  (USY)  the  max I  mum  long-term  average  annua 1 
catch  which  can  be  taken  from  a 
stock  under  the  present 
Ezploltatlon pattern. 
Fmax=  the  fishing mortality rate at  which  the MSY  will  be  taken,based 
on  the  relationship  between  yield  per  recruit  and  fishing 
mortality rate. 
the  level  of  fishing effort at  which  the YSY  would  be  taken. 
the  fishing  mortality  rate at  which  the  slope of  the  yield  per 
recruit  curve  Is one  tenth of  the slope at  Its origin.  CF0.1  Is 
always  less  than  Fmax;  the  catch  Is  only slightly  less  than  at 
Fmax  therefore  catch  per  unit  effort  Is  higher  with  consequent 
economIc  benefIts;  FO. 1  ltJ  therefore  essent I  a I I  y  an  economIc 
concept.  However,  for  those  stocks  for  which  Fmax  occurs  at  a 
very  high  value  of  the  fishing  mortality  rate,  or  at  an 
Infinite value,  F0.1  Is  used  as a  biological  reference point). ANNEX  VI 
(a)  PRINCIPAL  SUPPLIERS  OF  FISHERIES  PRODUCTS  ON 
.EEC  MARKET  IN  1988 
(b)  EEC  IMPORTS  OF  MAIN  FISHERIES  PRODUCTS  FROM 
THIRD  COUNTRIES  IN  1988 PRINCIPAUX  PAYS  FOURNISSEUAS 
DE  PRODUITS  DE  LA  PECHE  SUR  LE  MARtHE  CEE  EN  1988 
I.  l•portetlons axpc/ales en  ye/eur  COOO  (eus) 
PAYS  DESTINE  A  LA  TOUTES  DESTINATIONS 
CONSOWYATION  HUYA.INE  Y COYPAIS 
fARINES  ET  H  ILES 
RANG  RANG 
NORVEGE  833.730  1  155.122  1 
ISLAND£  522.129  2  668.138  2 
CANADA  318.52;1  3  317.442  .. 
THAI LANDE  304.678  ..  30  ... 832  5 
ETATS-UNIS  270.064  5  285.584  6 
GROEN,LAND  267.492  6  217.700  7 
ILES  FEROE  205.130  7  221.157  8 
MAROC  177.282  8  180.765  9 
SENEG'AL  167.491  9  189.587  10 
CHILI,  129.311  10  348.397  3 
JAPON  100.284  11  182.415  11 
AUTRES  2.090.148  - 2.035.770  -
TOTAL 
EXTRA-CEE  5.384.263  5.72fL589 
11.  J•oortat/gns  ex~c~s eo  au.ottt6  CQQQ  tgl 
PAYS  DESTINE  A  LA  TOUTES  DESTINATIONS 
CONSOYMATION  HUWAINE  Y COYPRIS 
FARINES  ET  H  ILES 
RANG  RANG 
NORVEGE  304.829  1  314.388  2 
ISLAND£  233.568  2  355.216  3 
THAI LANDE  115.239  3  116.280  8 
ARGENTINE  85 .197  ~  85.316  e 
POLOGNE  18.513  5  19.027  10 
CANADA  84.809  6  15.889  11 
ILES  FEROE  81.222  7  179.150  5 
ETATS-UNIS  72.503  8  143.488  6 
CHILl  59.515  I  675.482  1 
JAPON  23.229  10  240.148  .. 
PEROU  8.603  11  117.838  7 
AUT RES  873.413  - 1.185.$27  -
TOTAL 
EXTAA-CEE  2.140.640  3.547.818 
Source  Comext txp0B'!'A'UOJS  D  1888 PAR  LA  CIB  PBS  PBIJIQlPAJlX  PROimt%S  DB  LA  Pi 




!rhO  DB 
Par~es et huiles 
Crustao•s autres que 








~AL  4es importations 4es 
produits de la peohe 
Source  :  Comext 














5.'729.589 ANNEX  VII 
BILATERAL  FISHERIES  AGREEMENTS  CONCLUDED 
BY  THE  COMMUNITY COUTS  OtS  ACCORDS  CE(/PAYS  TIERS 
1:  compensation  finanei~re 
z:  ··ntribution  programme  scient1rique 
):  boura12s 











ou  nombre  de  navires 
crevettiera  (5.500  T.) 
24  navires  (8.128  TJB) 
chalut.d4aera.:(4)  600  TJB/mois 
thoniera  - aenneura  :  28 
thoniera  de  piche  rralche  :  s  --
Thoniera  aenneura  :  21  ) 
Thoniera  canneura  I  24  h1 52 
Palcan;riera  fond  :  2 
Cfph1lop.  :  2 
Couts  CEE 
/an  total 
(CUB 
, :  7.  92 5.  000 
2:  1100.000 
):  660.000 
Tohl:  8.985.000 
1:  650.000 
21  167.000 
):  5).000 
Total  :  870.000 
. 









Rede~tancea  CoOt  to 
ar11ateura  Ecua/T 
Ecus 
708/TJB  A)1.7H 
165/TJB  , • ,4 
20  /T 
)  20  IT  non 
)  calculat 
100/TJS 
60/TJB 




40  1:  )00,000 
2:  500,000  ()  ana) 
base  :  6.000  T. 
Total:  466.666 
B)  so  (•)  20  ECU/T  8)70  (•) 
77  97 
,.!_a.l!  Chalut.iera  con;.:  6.)00  TJB/mois  1:  2.000.000  A))17  (•)  130/TJB  A)U7  (• 
506  d'Ivoire  Palangriera  aurrace 
)  ana  et  thoniera  canneurs  :  )5 
Thoniera  aennaura  :  54 
2:  ~00.000 
):  166.666 
Total  :  2.)66.666 
)76 
20/T 
~-----~~---------------------------r------------------~---------+-------~~----- Cambie  Thoniera  1 :  1.290.000 
O.t..7.,0  aenneurs  AO  2:  2 6.  666  ()  ans}  A)  74,7  )  A)  171 
cau  eanneura  17  3:  S).)))  ()  ans)  (•)  )  20/T  171 
)0.6.93  Palangriers  8  )  1116 
Cruatacfa  )  135 
eong.  4.400  96/TJB 
frais  570  96/TJB 
Con_gelts 
autrea  10.)00  72/T JB 
frais  autres  2.000  60/TJB 












Poisson.  ) 
Cfphalop.  )12.000/•ois 
Crevettiers) 
Thoniers  aen.  45 
Thoniere  can.  ))5  I 
1:  ).)50.000 
2:  400.000  (2  ana) 
):  400.000  (2  ana) 
Total:  ).Ho.ooo 
Pelangriera  )  t 
poisson.  )  ---- 1:  5.415.000 
c6phalop.)  S.OOO  TJB/mois  2:  550.000  (2  ens) 
crevettiera)  10.000  TJB/mois  ):  550.000  (2  ana) 
then.  aenneura  45  Total:  5.965.000 
then.  eanneura  15 
A)28D  (•)  A) 
A))12,S  B) 
A))61  (•) 
A)4DO 
126  TJB  A)  4)8. 5 
150  TJS  462 's 
152  TJB  464,5 
20  TJB 
20  TJB 
20  TJB 
100  TJB  A)  SOD 
116  TJB  516 
160  TJB  S60 
20  T 
20  T 
20  T  --
palan;riera  )5  _L 
------~----------------------------- ______________________ _.  ____________  4----------~----------
•  Ne  prend  en  compte  que  la  co"pensRtioh  f1nanci~re tians  lea  bourses  ni  la  participation 
au  pragr•••e  aci~ntifique. 1:  ~ompensation financi•re 
2:  ~ontribution pro9ramme  ac1cntifiqu~ 
3:  boureea 
4:  pt~he expfrimentale 
- 2  -
.----------~---------------------------------
Pay  a  :poaaibilit6a  peche 
(tonnea)  au· 
noebre  de  navirea 
CoCita 









~halut.  eong.  9.000 
poiaaoniers  1:  2.~00.0 
~revettiera 2:  )00.0 
than.  aenneura:  60  ):  66~.0 
palang.  eurr.  :  30  Total:  2.} 
1)0 
llO  ()  ens) 
llO  ()  ens) 
130.33) 
------------+----------- 1.  Maurice  navirea  qui  pt~henl 1:  4nD.OO 
)  ana  •  la ligne  1  100TJB  2:  480.00 
than.  aenneura:  40  l:  120.00 
4:  1~Ll.OO 
0 
n  ()  ana) 
0  ()  ana) 
0  (1.5ans) 
------·-+-------
Madagascar  1  1 : 
45  2: 
600.00 
600.00  21.5.89 
IIU 
20.5.92 
than.  aenneura: 
J:  SCJO.OO 
4:  )00.00 
Total:  1.2 
Base:  12.0 
Mauritanie  langouaUera: ·3.500  1:  6.750.0 
1.7.87  ~revettiere:  10.000  2:  600.0 
au 
30.6.90 
merJu  noir:  15.000  J:  ~70.0 
~en.pelagi.:  5.500  lut.Al:  7.0 
eanneurs:  41 
palang.surraee:  4 
D 
0  ()  ens) 
0  ()  ens) 
D 
66 -~66 
00  t.  thon 
--
00 
00  0  ana) 
00  (G  "  5o) 
40.000 
r-------~--------------------~----------
Mozambigue  crevet.  1.100  TJB  1 :  2.150.0  DO 
1.1.90  pro fond:  2:  1.9SO.O  00  (2 ·ans) 
au  crevet.  3.700  TJB 
,1.12.91  surface  et  pro rand:  4:  }00.0  00 
aenneura:  46  Baae:  ).0  00  t.  thon 
Total:  ).ll  25.000 
t----------+---·----------+--------
Sao  Tomf  e 
Prin~iee 
1.6.87  thonierc 
au  aenneura: 
)1.5.90  ~anneura: 
52 
10 
1:  4H.OO 
z:  ~ao;o.oo 
lot.al:  f.2 
0 







Selehellea  thoniers 




1:  2.)00. 
2:  2.7rJu. 
3:  JOO. 
rot.al  :  3 
000 
000  ()  ons) 




CoCita  CEE  Redavancea  CoCit.  total 
A)Ecua/TJB  areateura  A)Ecua/~JB 
B)Ecua/t.  'tcua  B)Ecua/t.. 
pe~h6e 
A)  222(•)  90/TJB  A)  )55 
1 DOlT JB  )65 
20/T 
A)  265  ZOIT 
A)  250 (•)  60/TJB  A)  )10(•) 
B)  50(•)  20/T  B)  70(• > 
76  96 
B)5DIT(•)  20  B)  70  (.) 
20  100 
BO/T 
A)198,5C•  121/TJB  A)  )28 
138/TJB  HS 
71/TJB  2711 
A)207  H/TJB  262 
20/T 
20/T 
A)416  (•)  266/T  JB  A)  S67(•) 
666 
A)515  151 /T JB  682(•) 
781 
20  ECUIT 
B)  so  (•)  B)  70  (.) 
66  )  86 
)  20/T 
) 
20/T 
•  Ne  prend  en  ~o•pte que  la  ~o~pensatlon  rinanci~re sans  lea  bourses  ni  la 
participation  au  programme  sc1ent.1rique. 1:  coapenaetion  financi.re 
2:  contrib~tion prograaae  acientiflque 
3:  bou:raea 
4:  pic~• eapfriaentale 
Paye  Poaaibilit6a  piche 
(tonnea)  ou 
noabre  de  navirea 
Un6gal  £halutiera 
01.5.90  - ,!:r,!i.!  s 
&!IU  poha.cfph.(ll d6b.):  1.000 
30.&.92  poiaa.c6ph.(f:reia dfb.) 
:  2.200 
ae:rlu  I  s.ooo 
- .£D~g!l.:.  : 
poiaa.cfph.(cOtiera):Z.BOO 
poiaa.c6ph.(aaia.):  1.000 
crev.  p:ror.s  18.600 
thoniera 
aenneu:ra  z  48 
cenneu:ra  s  20 
palangr.  s  3S 
iierra  Chel.  et  palang. 
~  df~nera.  :  10.)001JB 
thon.  sen.  :  46 
2  ene  thon.  can.  et 
palang.aurf.:  4) 
Tanzania  Thoniera 
aenneura  . u  . 
Pa1angriera  :  8 
- )  -
touta ttt  CoOte  CE£  Redevancea 
Total/  en  A)Ecua/TJB  11:r1uteura 
[CUI  B)tcu/t.  Ecua 
plch6e 
,  s  14.375.000  A)470  (•) 
2  I  1100.000  57 ,ziT JB 
)  s  225.000 
Total  :  15.000.000  UO  ,.,  /TJB 
)6  /TJB 
,,.  ITJB 
66  IT JB 




1 :  z.us.ooo  ) 
2:  360.000(2  ana~  A)  242  ( 0)  )  106/TJB 
':  )00.000(2  ana)  A)  274  ) 
To tel  :  2.825.000  )  2D/T 
) 
- ,  :  HD. ODD  B)  SOfT(•)  20/T 
2:  4)0.000  ()  ana) 
):  200.000  ()  ana)  80/1 
Base  l  7.DOOt  thon 
•  Na  prend  en  co~npte  que  la  compensation  financi•re  aana  laa  bou:raea  ni  la 
participation  au  progra••e  acientifique. 
CoCtt  total 
A)Ecua/TJB 
B)tcua/t.. 
A)  S47 
I 
I 
6))  I 




A)  380 
B)  70 
100 COUT  ACCOHD  tEE/MAROC 
1a  co•penaation  financi.re. 
2:  contributi~n pro;re•ae  ecientirique. 
3:  boureea. 
Pay  a  Poaa'ibiliUa  p&che 
! 
(tonnea  •  TJ8) 
ou  noabre  de  novirea 
Maroe  Chelut  dd•eraal  18.500  ) 
nord  ) 
Chalut d•aeual  6.000  ) 
IUd  ) 
Chal u
1 t  earlu  7.000  ) 
noir'  ) 
Chalut  6.500  ) 
pUe;ique  ) 
Cfphalopodea  6.900  )  1 a 
rreia  ) 
tfphalopodea  36.ne  )  2: 
. c:ongflateura  ) 
Pelan;re  7.)00  )  ': 
'  ) 
Senne'  6. 629  ) 
) 
tot1t1  ttE 





Arti1an1l  ).900  )  Tot.  70.)7S.OOO 
) 
Pte  he  300  ) 
•pongee  ) 
Ptche  1.500  ) 
aapfr.iaentele  ) 
Thonier11  20  navires  ) 





























toOte  tEE  lledavancee  toOt  total 
tcua/TJB  araataura  Ec:ua/T JB 
Ecua 
us•  U8/TJ8  867 
109  160/TJB  869 
96/t.lB  805 
U6/TJB  us 
114/TJB  893 
252/T  JB  961 
120/TJB  829 
1 )6/T  JB  IU 
10/TJB  789 
100/TJB  809 
1l2/TJB  841 
20/t. 
•  Na  prend  en  compte  que  lo  eompen11tion  financilre  sana  lea  bourse•  et  le participation 
du  programme  aeientifique. PossibiliUs  CoOt 
de  pftche  Zones  de 
(en nombre  de  CEE  Armateura  Total  pftche 
licences)  H1oEcu  Ecu/TJ3/  Ecu/  (au-deU. de 
( 1)  /en  an  t/an  •••  milles) 
DA!nersales  pour 
la consommation  ACCORD  BASE  SUR  LA  12  millea ll 
hunaine  RECIPROCITE  1 'exception 
des  navires 
Navirea  de  plus  du  Denemark 
de  200  TJ3  :  4  milles 
65  licences 
Navuea de 
moine  de 
200  T  .lJ  : 
illimiUes 
P&:he  minohhre 
(2) 
480  licences 
Plkhe m!guereau 
IllimitAes 
Merlu  bleu 
20  licences 
(1) Des  quotes aont  fixAa  annuellement  par le Conseil 
(2)  Plkhe pour  la fabrication de  la farina de  poisson 
ACCORD  IJ  l  PECHE  C£E/NORVEGE 
DurAe  de  !'accord  1  du  16.06.81  au  15.06.91 
Conditions de  pftche  Utilisation  Valorisation 
(Aqulvalente cabillaud) 
Arts de  pftche/  Marins  Observe- Eteta membres  Captures effectives 
mail lege (  11111)  locaux  teurs ll  Aut res  bAnAficiaires ltcences  (esphces/an/pays)  PossibilitAs  Captures 
ll bord  bord  (tonnes)  de  p&che  effectives 
DAm.pour  Ho~enne 1987!1989  Ho~enne 1987/1989  Ho~enne 1987!1989 
Chalut. dArner.  - - - Ok  consomme- NORD  62°N  NORD  62°N  NORD  62°N 
125  ll 135  IIIII  lJ(  llon  Cabtllaud  9.526  Cebtllaud  10.613 Cab1llaud  9.526 
DE  hune1ne  :  Eglefin  1.353 Eglefln  6.000 Eglefin  1.353 
Senne  danoise  FR  -nev.de  lieu noir  3.698 lieu noir  4.813  lieu notr  2.847 
110  IIIII  ES  plus de  Rescesse  3.929 Rascasse  4.350  Rascasse  3.418 
PO  ZOOT JB  :  nAt  an  84  nAt  an  175  FlAten  59 
Plkhe ll la  49  Harlan poutessou  1 Harlan  toler Ian 
crevette :  poutassou  250  pout. as  sou  0 
35  IIIII  -nav.de  Autres  esphces  310  Aut res  350  Autres 
moine  de  espkes  eaphces  155 
200T J8  :  Mequereeu  11.612  Haquereeu  4.310 Maquereau  3.484 
465  Tot.  dAm.  18.590  Tot .d&t.  26.201  Tot .dAm.  17.203 
Tot. pAlag.  11.612  Tot.pAlag.  4.310  Tot.pAlag.  3.484 
-PAche  Tot. min. (2)  1 Tot.  min.(2)  250  Tot. mm.(2)  -
mm.(2):  SUD  62°N  Sill  62°N  Sill  62°N 
470  Tacsud,  Harlan  Tacaud,  Merlan  Tacaud,  Harlan 
poutassou  37.320  poutassou  4.333  pout as sou  J.7J2 
-P&che  lan~oo  171.102  lan~on  17.3H la~on  17.110 
maquereeu  Crevette nordique  Crevette nord1que  Crevette nordique 
1J  1.032  3.250  3.095 
Autres  esphces  Aut res espkes  Autres  eaphces  , 
-Harlan  4.561  2.750  z.z8o  I 
bleu  :  Tot.d&l.  1.032  Tot .dAm.  3.250  Tot.dA!n.  J.095 
20  Tot.min.(2)  208.423  Tot .min(2)  21.667  Tot.min(2)  20.842  ' 
Tot.autres esphcea  Tot.autres espece Tot.autres espke 
4.561  2.750  2.280 
- -Poss1bU1t~s 




CEE  'Armateurs,Total 
M1oEcu  Ecu/T :E/  Ecu/ 
/an  an  t/an 
ACCORD  DE  PECH[  CEE/GRDENLAND 
Our~ du  Prolocole  :  du  01.02.85  au  31.12.89 
Condtllons de  pk_he_ 
Zones  de 
pkhe  'Arts de  pkhe/ 




locaux  leurs h 
h  bord  bord 
Ullhaallon 
Etats membresiNombre  !Captures effect1ves 
AutreslbbnAficlelres l1cences  (eepeces/an/pays) 
(tonnes) 
Moyenne  1987/1989 
DAmersale  ZONE  XIV/V 
Moyenne  87/89 






- •220,3 l  12  milles I 140  mm  -
0) 
P@che l  Poisson 
- crev.  Cabillaud 
hmitA  DE  NAf01:  10  9.082 




que  1.233 
Merlan  poutas-
sou  30.000 
Capeltn  16.000 
Tot.d&t.  74.103 
Tot.m1n,  46.oool4) 
ZONE  NAFO  0/1 
Cabtllaud 7.667 
Rascasse  7.833 
fl6len noir 
1.650 
FlAten  200 
Crevette nordl-
que  933 
loup de  1 'AU. 
2.000 
Tot.d&t.  19.567 
Tol.m1n.  (4)  0 
Crevett1ers 
40  nm 
Pkhe m  1notll!rl! 
(4)  16  nm  I 
h max. 






et  b 










NAfO  1:  4 





(1)  Des  quotas  sont  f1x6s  annuellement  par le Conseil- Nombre  de licences est  dAcidA  en  fonct1on  des quotas. 




~e  919 
Merlan  poutas-
sou  0 
Cepe lin  0 
Tot .d&t.  14.843 
Tot.min.  (4)  0 
ZONE  NAfO  0(..1 
Cab11laud  7 .45J 
Rase esse  787 
f Ulan noir  0 
F"Utan  34 
Crevette nordi-
que  889 
lo~ de  1 'At!. 
60 
Tot.dAm.  10.113 
Tot .min.  (4)  0 
Valor teat ion 
(~qu1valente cabtllaud) 
PossibthlAs 
de  p~che 
Moyenne  1987/1989 







que  J.700 
Mer 1  an  pout as-
sou  J. 750 
Capel1n  1.600 
Tot .dAm.  67.988 
Tot.mln.(4)5.J50 
ZONE  NAfO  0(..1 
Cab1lJ aud  7,667 





Moyenne  1987/1989 
ZONE  XIV/V 
Cabtllaud 
9.082 




QUe  2.757 
Merlen  poutas-
sou  0 
Capehn  0 
Tot .dem.  15.968 
Tot .m1n.  (4)  0 
ZONE  NAfO  0/1 
Cabllloud 7.453 
Rascasse  685 
fl~tan no1r  0 
I FlAten  140  I  fl6lan  24 
Crevette nord1- Crevette nordi-
que  2.800  que  2.668 
loup de  1 'All.  lo~ de  1 'At!. 
2.200  66 
Tot .dAm.  22.422  Tot .dem.  13.564 
Tot.mm.  (4)  0  Tot .m1n.  (4)  0 
't) Feut  ~tre adapt6 en  fonction des quotas  suppl~entaires Aventuellement  allou6s h  le Communaut6  - (3)  Po1ssons  et crevettes confondus. 
,4)  P@che  pour  la febrJcal1on de  la farina de  poissons ACCORD  DE  P  E  C HE  CEE/CROENlAND 
Duroo  de !'accord: du  01.01.90  au  31.12.94 
Possibihl~s  CoOt  Conditions de  peche  Utlhsstton 
de  peche  Zones  de 
(en  tonnes)  CEE  Armateurs  Total  p~he  Arts de  pl'!che/  Marins  Observa- Hats membres  Nombre 
{  1 )  M1oEcu  Ecu/TJ3/  Ecu/  (au-deUJ de  malllage  (mm)  locaux  leurs b  Aut res  bblMiclBlres Licences 
/an  an  t/an  •••  mtlles)  \  bord  bord 
199tl 
ZONE  XIV/V  r .c.  Pt!che  d~mers.  P~he  Poisson  Dllmersale 
Cab11laud  34,250  - 12  m1lles  140  ""'  - - crev. 
15.000  (2)  hm1He  DE  NArO  1 et 
Rascasse46.8200  Crevettlers  b max.  Ul<  XIV  :  24 
naan nolr  40  mm  90  j/  rR 
3.750  nav./  Crevetles 
CreveUe nord1- PAche  minotll!r  an  Crevettes 
que  3.574  (3)  16  mm  dans  NAro  1:  4 
T  ot.d&n.  69. 144  zone  01<  XIV  :  5 
Tot .mm.  60.000  3)  NAro  rR 
et  b  Pl'!che  {3) 
ZONE  NAfO  0/1  120  j/  m1nol1bre 
Cab11laud  nav./ 
16.000  an  XIV  :  7 
Rascasse  5.500  dans 
fl~tan noir  zone 
1.850  XIV  . 
riAtan  200 
Crevette nord1-
que  776 
Loup  de l'Atl. 
2.000 
Tot .dAm.  26. 326 
Tot.m1n.  {3)  0 
1 
- - . --
(1) Des  quotas sont  fixlls  annuellement  par le Conseil- Le  nombre  de  licences est dAc1dll  en  fonction des  quotas. 
(2)  Peut  ~re adeptb en  fonct1on  des quotas  suppl~entaires Aventuellement  alloulls \  la CommunautA. 






Posstbihl~s  Captures 
de  p~he  effeclives 
1990 







QUe  10.860 
Tot.dAm.  69.218 
Tot.min.(3)6.750 
zoNE  NAro  oL1 
Cabillaud 
16.000 
Rascasse  4.785 
n~an  l'lOlr 
1.295 
fllltan  140 
Crevette nordi-
que  2.190 
Loup  de  l'Atl. 
2.200 
Tot.dAm.  27.505 
I  Tot .mtn.  (3)  -I  I ACCORD  DE  PECHE  CEE/ILES  rEROE 
Dur6e  de  l'eccord: du  12.03.81  au  11.03.91 
Posstbtht6s  CoOt  Condtttons de p@che  Ultltsat1on  Valor tsAt ton 
- --
de  p@che  Zones  de  (6qutvalente cabtllaud) 
( en  nombre  de  CEE  Armateurs  Total  p@che  Arts  de  p@che/  Martns  Observe- Hats membres  Captures effecttves 
hcences)  HtoEcu Ecu/TJB/  Ecu/  ( au-de  Ill de  matllage (nm)  locaux  teurs ll  Aut res  b6nAftctaues ltcences  (esphces/en/pays)  Posstbtht6s  Captures 
(  1 )  len  an  t/un  ••• milles)  It  bord  bord  (t.onnes)  de  p@che  effecbves 
Entre 12  et  1}  Navires  - PAche  au  Plu- Entre 12  Ho~enne 1987/1989  Mo~enne 1987/1989  Ho~enne 1987/1989 
21  mllles  ACCORD  BASE  SUR  LA  de motns  de  chalul, senne  - - sieurs  et  21  Cab.,  Aglefm  75  Cab.,  6gleftn 500  Cab.,  6gleftn  75 
RECIPROCITE  180  pteds  :  d91101Be  :  boxes  [)I(  mtlles  lieu notr  545  lteu notr  1.874 lteu notr  420 
Chaluliers  :  26  entre 12  et  135  nm  ott  la  lJ(  Rascasse  2.692  Rascasse  6.250  Rascasse  2.342 
21  mtlles  p~che  rR  '25  nav.  ltngue bleu, lingue ltngue bleu,  lingue bleu, 
Au-delll  des  - P@che  dir  1- est  DE  2.299 lingue  3.500 llngue  2.299 
21  mllles  2)  Navires  g6e  vera  tnter- Nl  Au-del  II  Herlan poutassou  Merlan  poutassou  Merlan  poutassou 
de  plus de  heu nou  :  dtte  des  21  0  3.125  0 
Chalulters  :  70  180  pteds  :  120  nm  durant  mllles  Potsson plat  132  Poisson plat  Potsson plat 
au-dell! des  cer- 880  105 
PAche  au  merlan  21  mtlles  lingue bleue  :  tatnes!  Chalut  :  Autres  espbces  239  Autres  espbces  Autres  esphces 
1201  bleu  :  38  100  mm  p6rtod s  69  nav.  250 
3)  Merlan  Haouereau  4.385 Haquereau  1.437 Haquereau  1.  3151 
ltgneurs  :  10  bleu  :  merlan  bleu et  Mer len 
! 
au-delh des  maquereau  :  bleu  :  Tot .d6m.  5. 743  Tot.d6m.  13.003  Tot.d6m.  5.2411 
PAche  au  21  milles  16  nm  34  nav.  Tot .pAlag.  4.385  Tot.pAlag.  1.437  Tot.pAlag.  1.  315: 
mac;~uereau  :  12  Tot .min.  (2)  0  Tot.mtn.(2}  3.125  Tot .mtn.(2)  691 
4)Haquereau 
au-deU1  des 
12  mtlles 
(1) Des  quotas  sont  ftx69  annuellement  par le Consetl 
(2)  P@che  pour  la fabricatton de  la fartne de  poissons 
ltgneur  : 
0  nav. 
Haouereau 
12  nav. 
Tot.autres  239  Tot.autres  250  Tot.autres  120 
espbces  esphces  espkes ACCORD  DE  P  E  C HE  C[E/SUEDE  .  - ......  - ... 




de  p&che 
(en nombre  de 
hcences) 
(1). 
ZONE  SUEDOI SE 
Cab11laud  et 
hareng  : 
450  he. 
Ssunon:  56  llc. 
ZONE  SUEDE  I 
URSS  (2) 
Cablllaud  : 
450  he. 
Saumon:  30  llc. 
(27  en  1990) 
I 
CoOt 
CEE  'Armateurs,Total 
M1oEcu  Ecw'T.E/  Ecw' 
/sn  an  t/sn 
Accord  bas6 sur la 
r~roc1U 
Condit1ons  de  p&che 
Zones  de 
p&che  Arts de  p&che/,Martns,Observa-
(eu-delh de  ma1llage  (mm)  locaux  teurs h 
• ••  milles)  h bord  bord 
Au  sud de 
59°JO'N 
navues 
dano1a  :  4 
aut res 
navues  :12 
Cab11laud  : 
105  mm 
Hareng  :  32  mm 
Sprat  :  16  mm 
Sa~.Jnon  : 
165  I  175  mm 
(1)  Des  quotas sont  f1x6s  annuellement  par le Conseil 
Utlllsat1on  \lalonsatlon 
(6qulvalenle cab1lleud) 
Etats membreal  'Captures effectiv€a 




(tonnea)  de p&che  effecllves 
Zone  I  Hoyenne  1987/1989 
su6do1se  Zone  su6do1se 
Hoyenne  1987/19891  Hoyenne  1987/1989 
Zone  su6do1se  Zone  su6do1se 
Cabillaud Cabillaud 
et hareng Hareng 
DK  :  349  Sa1.111on 
DE  :  101 
Total 
Saumon 
OK  :  18 
DE  :  5 
:  6.663  ICabillaud  :  7.0531Cablllaud 
:  1.158  'Hareng 
:  78  Sal.lllon 
1  7.899  ITotal 
:  3.JJJ,Hareng 
:  733  Saunon 
:11.1201Total 
:  6.663 
:  926 
;  627 
;  8.215 
Zone 
Suede/ 
URSS  (2) 




OK  :  ~40 !Total 
DE  :  101 
Saunon 
OK  :  27 
(24) 
DE  :  J 
(3) 
:  1.882  'Cab1llaud 
:  57  Saunon 
:  1.933  !Total 
:  2.000,Cab1llaud 
:  453  Saumon 
:  2.4531Total 
:  1 .882 
:  405 
:  2.287 
(2)  11  s'agit de  la part1e suAdo1se  de  la zone  dans  lamer Balt1que qu1  a  6t6 contest6e auparavant  par la Suede  et  I'URSS  (hWh1te  Zonen) ACCORD  DE  PECHE  C E E /  E T A T S - U N I  S 
DurAe  de  !'accord~ du  14:11.1984  au  30.06.1989,  prorogA  JUSQu'au  30.06.1991 
Poss1bil1Us 
de  p&che 
Cout  Cond1t1ons  de  pftche_ 
Zones  de 
p&che  'Arts de  p&che/ 
(au-del~ de  matllage  (mm) 
••• milles) 
Ut 1l1sat  1on  Valor1sat1on  (bqulvalent  thon~ou 
6qu1 valente catnllaud) 
(en'T.E ou  I  CEE  'Armateurs,Total 
nombre  navues)  H1oEcu  Ecu/T .E/  Ecu/ 
/an  an  T.E 
Harlns,Observa-1  'Etats membres,TALrr  (2)  Captures effectives 
locaux  teurs  ~  Autres  bAnAflclslres en  tonnes  (especes/an/pays) 
8  bord  bord  (tonnes) 
Poss1b1l1Ua 
de  p&che 
Captures 
effecttves 




des  E-U 
Depu1s  1986 
seulement  : 
Hoyenne 
1987/1989 
NL  : 
maquereau 
Hoyenne  1987/1989  !Hoyeone  1987/19B9jHoyenne  1987/1989 
lemeot  par  aux  surplus. Obltgatton stbles pour 
autont6s E-U  pour  armateur  1  chalutage  NL  NL  1  NL  :  NL  : 
en  fonct1on  des  - de  cr6er une  soc16tA  d6f1nies  maquereau  :  9.295  lmaquereau  :  3.347lmaquereau  :  3.098 
surplus d1spo- m1xte  (Joint  Venture)  dans  16gls-
otbles  (1)  avec  contrepart1e  lation 
am6nca1ne 
- d' acheter une 
certa1ne quant1t6 de 
po1ssons  "over  the 
91de"  aux  p&cheurs 
8111br1C81nS 
Pour  1990,  lea rattos 
soot  de  : 
- p&che  d1recte  :  B 
- achat  aux  p&cheurs 
am6rtca1ns  :  ) 
- achat  produits 
transform6s  :  2 
(Jotnt Venture) 
nattonale 
Avant  1986  : 
IT  - PO 
ES  -DE 
10.041 
Autres  : 
197 
Autres  EH 
n6ant 
1990 
NL  : 
maquereau 
+  autres 
()) 
Autres  EM 
(1)  Las  Etats-Unis,  en  d6termtnant  lea surplus d1spon1bles  pour  la Communa~t6 (TALrr  (2)  ), t1ennent compte  de  d1ff6rents  facteurs,  notemment 
- tar1f d'1mportat1ons  pour  produ1ts  de  la pAche  am6r1ca1ns  dans  la CommunautA 
- contr1but1on  CEE  au  d6veloppement  1ndustr1e de  la p&che  aux  E-U  et du  commerce  des  produtts de  la p&che 
- acttv1tAs  trad1t1onnelles des  navires CEE 
(2)  TALrr  =  Total  Allowable  Level  of  fore1gn 
(3)  Pes  d'allocat1on dans  l'sttente r6solut1on du  confl1t entre autor1t6s E-U  et  armateurs  NL  concernant  leurs obl1gat1ons  en  1989. 
ch1ffres  non  d1spon1bles 
f1shu PH•Ibllltio  CoOt 
dG  pkho  loft ... 
(M TJB  ou  ca  Ar•teura Toto I  ptcM 
,._.,. novlrM) Mlo[cu Ecu/T•I  Ew/  ( ....  114a  ,.,.  on  TJB  ......... 
.,.., ....  Accord booi our eoelo 
•• roaeoureoo  CM~ntro 
Cabllloud  OCCM -·  ..........  Z.E.E. 
o•oat-it-dlro riduatlen 
Copholopodoo  ..  ••It• ......  C..adlonne 
pour cortoiM produlto 
eot  .....  do  •• ,..... 
(Ill ..  ) 
---- -
(1)  lnclue ncwlrM de oupport 
ACCOftD  DE  Pfl:CH!  Ctt  /CANADA 
Durio do  1•oceord  ;  du  81/81/1982 ou  31/12/1187 
Coftdltl011o  de piche  UtlllootiOft 
Arte de  phM/ Morino  Obeorvo- £toto ....,ree Llc.aco•/ Captyr ..  off ..  tlvee 
........ <->  loooux  teuro it  AutrM '*'iflclolrM  tonnogo  ("fi4coe/flllt/pt1J0) 
it bord  bord  boteoux  (tCN~~Me) 
tloyaMo  Mmnnt 
1114-JII.Z  Jlla -Jill 
UglolotiOft  lh  Ll•lti  (1) 
Oft  ftCIIIIbro  do  CaiDIIIWii  (T) 
notlonolo  por  nbro  llo.aceo 
do  D  a  1.317 
ncvlro  Jouro  uc  t  4tl 
do  F'RA.  4  7SI 
plcho  IT  •  -
---- -----
Valor leoti  OR  (6qulvel•t thoft 
ou &.,lvolcnto cablllwd) 
Poeelblllth  Ccrpturoo 
de pkho  offectlvn 
I 
- -·- -- -ANNEX  VIII 
SUMMARY  OF  COMMUNITY  FINANCIAL  ASSISTANCE  FOR  THE 
PROCESSING/MARKETING  SECTOR  UNDER  REGULATIONS 
(EEC)  Nos  355/77  AND  4028/86 Rttltltnt  ICE£1  n•  355ti7 
projets  fin~ncis tt ceneours  ectroyes  IRio  icusl  a;ns  It  stcttYr  ~t  1~ piche 
!  191£  1917  Ull  1919  I  1986-19  H9011  I'  J  CRUD  TOTAL 
Pi~S 
lb  Cane.  Rb  COliC •  ..  Cue.  lb  COliC.  lb  tot.  lb  Cenc.  0  Cone.  l 
I  2  1.12  1  D.53  2  U7  5  0.58  18  2.19  a  I.DD  1D  2.19  11 
u  21  z.n  14  D. U  1D  1.4!  25  1.1t  77  7.21  10  I. t7  17  1.11  51 
D  ' 
D.t5  ' 
1.12  5  1.34  10  1. 43  3D  5.54  11  1. 11  41  ,,,5  u 
E  11  4.U  u  4.34  22  ,,U  22  7.1t  11  22.14  21  5.15  " 
27.tf  111 
r  12  4.26  I  2.34  12  1.71  1!  5.45  u  1l.IJ  12  1. 77  n  15.U  m 
u  7  1.83  2  1.55  l  2.61  4  5.01  u  10.07  1  '·" 
17  n.n  n 
l8l  5  1.45  5  2.7,  1  1.35  11  5.25  27  10.11  2  1. 71  lt  12.54  n 
I  11  7.1&  1  4. Dl  I  4.U  u  '·Sf  4S  25.41  1  4.1t  u  3D.Zt  l01 
IL  7  1.20  7  0.41  1  1.11  3  0.71  24  3. t2  4  o.n  21  3.4]  Zl  , 
' 
3.09  2l  U7  11  ],  75  1t  1.22  62  19.83  1  ].45  " 
23.21  15t 
VI  21  l.U  22  2.35 ,  2.14  22  J.U  84  11.26  7  1.74  ,,  13.00  n  . 
lOT.  m  38.14  111  25.12  106  21.41  154  41.74  U6  132.10 J  76  21.t6  m  U4.U  tan 
I 
l'l dttiiioos  de  li Co11ission  de  jain  1tt0 
litltltnt  ICE£1  n•  4021tl6 
projets  fin~nces et  contours  ectroyes  llio  ecusl  dins  lt do•;int  des  equipeatnts  ptrtuiires 
"" 
U87  uu  U89  r tm-u  U90tl  1 11  CHARD  TOTAL 
P;ys  n  Cone.  lb  Cont.  lb  Cue.  lb  Cont.  Nb  Cone.  Rb  Cone.  Rb  Cone.  • 
8  (p.l.l  lp.l.l 
l Dl 
I  D  . .  . .  . .  . . 
E  1+1  . .  . .  1D  o.n  18  o.n  3  1.19  1J  2.12  lit 
f  1+1  . .  . .  l  1.35  ]  l.t2  ' 
1.27  ' 
1.27  ttl 
CR  (+)  . .  . . 
IRL  1+1  . .  . .  ' 
I.U  ' 
D.U  n 
1  . .  . . 
z. ul 
IL  . .  . .  ,  '~)  . .  . .  4  z.u  4  2  I.U  ' 
z.u  35\ 
U«  It I  .  . .  I  5  0.48  5  •. 40  n 
I 
JOT.  lp.l.)  lp .•. )  l  1.35  11  3."  20  4.34 ju  2.4t  36  6.13  10Dt 
t•l  decisions  de  1~ toaaissioR  de  jwin  1'tD ANNEX  IX 
STATUS  OF  AQUACULTURE  PRODUCTION 
BY  MEMBER  STATES  IN  THE  COMMUNITY .JW/dp  - 22.11.98 




ESPECES  (tonne•)  ESTIMEE  SYSTENES  D'ElEYAGE  PRINCIPAI.ES  REGIONS  D'ElEYACE 
(Micua) 
. 
Trulte en  eau  douco  25.ee8  82.~  - lntenalf booaln  en  terre  eat et oueet  du  Storeboelt 
Trulte en  aor  8.788  2J,83  - lntenelf en  cage  •  II  II 
Anguli ••  481  3,8  - lntenalf a recirculation  •  •  • 
d'eou 
Valeur  globale  118,21  . 
e valour  de  l'ecu au  1er  noveabre  10D&- leo  voleura par  o1peco  eont  calculeea our  lo  bace del prix aoyene  •ex-for.a• par  eopece. ESPECES 
A.  Eoux  doucet 
1.  Truth 
2. Corp• 
J. Angul lie 
4.  Mullet 
~.  Sou1110n 
e.  Tl lopla 
TOTAL  A 
B.  Eaux  eoli11 
Bor/dourode 
TOTAL  8 
C.  Mol lu!guet 
Mouloe  (huftre 
claY I  Ill) 
TOTAL  C 




TOTAL  D 
CfWil 121&.  I 
(A+IkC+O) 
ETAT  DES  PR9D!&JIQNS  ,t,QtJACOLES  pANS  LA  rp.t.uWJIE  EN  1989  AVEC  flEFEBEta:  AIJX  REOIKS  DE  Pf!S)()U(TIQ!i 
0  D.E c [ 
TotW«  VALEI.ft'  - SYSTEMES  D'ELEVAGE  PRIJ.CIPALES  REGIONS  D'ELEVAGE 
(tonnet)  (t.ticue) 
2.847  4,913  Intone If  Prlnclpalement  Eplr1  maJ1  aueel  dane  tout•  lo Grice 
348  8,8~3  lntenelf  Prlnclpalement  Stereo Eet/Eplre/Thrace 
28  8,202  Intenelf  Eplre 
49  0,178  Intenelf  Eplre 
8  0,878  Intenelf  Piloponeee/Sterea Eet 
28  8,047  Intent If  Piloponiee/GR Oueet 
2.508  8,888  lntenel f 
5~  8,338  Intenelf  Piloponeee  /GR  Oueet  -Stereo Eet/llee Egie 
5~  8,338  Jntenel f 
1.900  1,824  Extenel f  t.tocidolne  Centre/Eel  - Throce  - Stereo Eet 
1.900  1,824  Extenelf 
1.888  8,848  Extenelf  Pilopone•o/GR  Oueet  - Thrace - lotacedolne/Eet 
1.888  8,848  Extenelf 
.1...13  2LUA  GBE~E 
. 




A.  Poii!OD 
1.  Trulte 
2.  Polyculture 
(angullle, .ullet, 
bar,  daurode,  eole) 
TOTAL  A 
B.  l!lol IYiqyee 
1.  Palourdee 
2.  Bivalve• 
(~lee, huttree, 
outre•) 
TOTAL  B 
CfWI) DT& I 
(A+B) 
ETAT  DES  PROIMdiQNS  t.tlUq..ES  DANS  LA  cq.t.UW1JE  EN  1989  AVEC  REFERENCE  AU)(  R£CIMES  DE  PAC!DUCIION 
PORTUGAL 
TCNWE  .  VALEUt*  SYSTEMES  D'ELEVAGE  PRitciPALES  REGIONS  D'ELEVAGE 
(tonne•)  (Mecue) 
1.288  2,&Se  lntenelf  A l'!ntirleur du  Nord  du  paye 
1.388  7,175  Extenelf/e ..  l-lntenelf Setuboi/Avelra/Figuelra do  foz/Aigovre 
2.581  1,825 
. 
7.188  54, t18  Extene!f 
1.888  e,eee  Extene!f 
a.eee  54,718  !:ORT!i!!iA~ 





EIAJ  DES  PROIX.CJIQNS  Nl\W:O!..ES  !)ANS  LA  c:a.u..tW1IE  EH  1989  AVEC  REfEBEtq;  NIX  BEGIMES  DE  PAOIJU(IION 
mill. 
TCHW:E  YAL£\Jt• 
ESPECES  (tonne•)  ESTIMEE  SYSTDIES  D' ELEVACE  PRIICIPALES  REGIONS  D'ELEVACE 
(Micue) 
Moule  112.281  11,32  - cord ..  venet •• 38.888 t. 
Poulll•• 18.888 t.  Llgure  18.888  t. 
Pol our de  11.888  31,67  - eur  I• fond  E•ll ••  te.888 t. 
(1) 
Anguli ••  4.388  43,88  - lntenelf 2.588  t.  Venetie  2.888  t.  (dont  1.588 t. extenelf) 
(1)  - extenelf  1.800  t.  la.bardle 788  t. {lntenelf) 
Uulet  2.581  5,83  - extenelf  Vinitle 800  t.  Poulllet see  t. 
Bor  et Dourade  1.831  34,87  - lntenelf/e ..  t-extenelf  Vinitle 598  t. (eurtout ...  t-extenelf) 
Toecane  378  t. (lntenelf) 
Voleur  total•  181,1 
--·- - ~  -------
~ -- -- -
•  Voleur  de  l'icu ou  1er  nov.abre  1t88- I•• voleure  par  eepece  eont  calculeee eur  Ia  bote dee  prix .oyene  •ex-for••• par  eepece. 











Sau110n  de 
I'Atlontlque 
























SYS~S  D'ELEVAGE  I  PRitCIPALES  REGIONS  D'ELEVI« 
lnten•lf en  ba11ln  IContabrla,  Galicia 
13  t.  lnten•lf en  cageiMurcla,  Valencia,  Balearee, Catalufta,  Andalucla 
et ba11ln 
11  t ....  t-lnten•lf/ 
Exten1Jf 
278  t.  Jnt•n•lf  en 
cage  et bn1l  n 
es  t ....  1-lntenelf/ 
Exten11f 
Andalucla,  Murcia,  Balear••• Canarla1, Catalufta 
s  ..  t-lntenllf/ExtenllfiAndalucla, Valencia, Catalufta 
lnten•lf en  cage  Balear••· Murcia 
s  ..  l-lntenllf/Ext•n•lfiAndalucla 
lnten1Jf  en  cage 
43  t.  lntenelf en 
ba11ln 
19  t. eeai-Jnten•lf/ 
Exten1lf 





•  Valeur  de  I'Ecu au  1•r nov.abro  1991- lee  valeur• par  11pece  1ont  calculi•• eur  Ia  ba11  dee  prix aoyene  •ex-fora• par  e1pece. 
JII/JaQif 
22/11/1990 .  '  .. 
22/11/1998 
ETAI  J)ES  PRClllqJOt§ AQUAC()lES  DANS  LA  aMUWJT[ EN  1989  AVEC  REFEBEtq:  Al!X  REGIMES  DE  PROOUCJIQH 
[  S P A 0  N [  (Bie) 
ESPECES  JotNG[  VAI.M•  SYSTOlES  D'ELEVAGE  PRJICIPALES  REGIONS  D'ELEVAGE 
(tonne•)  (Micu•) 
Crevette  87  1,75  S..l-lntenelf/Extenelf Andolucla,  Catalufta 
Bouquet  tee  8,41  s  ..  J-Intenelf/Extenelf Andalucla 
Palourde  3.885  33,28  A plat eur  l'eetron  Pale Yoeco,  Cantobrlo,  Altuvloe, Collclo, Andaluclo, 
Contobrlo 
: 
Huftre  3.298  11.22  Flllire eur  rodeou  Contobrlo,  Galicia,  Murvlo.  Boleor••· Catolufta,  Altuvloe 
Woule  193.818  89,62  Filler• eur  rodeou  Gollclo,  Boleoree,  Cotolufta 
Donat  s ..  l.trlotue  11  8,11  A plot eur  l'eetron  Cotolufto 
Prolre  2  8,82  A plot eur  l'eetran  Boleoree 
Coquille St  Jacquet  tee  8,78  radeou  Galicia 
•  Valeur  de  I'Ecu  au  t•r nov.e.bre  1198- 111  valeur• eont  calculi••  ~ur  lo  bote dee  prix .ayene  •ex-for•• par  eepece. ESPECES 
Trulte arc en  clel 
Tonche 
Carpe 
Valeur  globole 
JW/ragd 
22/11/1998 
EIAI  DES  PROQl.CTIONS  NXW:Ol,ES  DANS  LA  CQ1oUWJ!E  EN  1989  AVEC  REfEREtq  AUX  REGIMES  DE  PROiltXtTION 
E S P A G N E (Ter) 
TONW:£  VAL~•  SYSTOES  D'ELEVAGE  PRUCIPALES  REGIONS  D'ELEVAGE 
(tonnee)  (Mecue) 
te.eee  37,15  lntenelf en  boeeln  AetuYiae,  Caetlllo-l.On, Extre.adura,  Arog6n,  Navarra 
w  2,15  s  ..  J-Intenelf/extenelf Caetlllo-Leon,  Extr..adura 
58  8,28  9 t.  lntenelf  en  Balearee 
boeeln 




•  Valeur  de  I'Ecu  au  1er  nove.bre  1191- lee valeure par  eepece  eont  calculiee eur  Ia  bate dee  prix .oyene •ex-far•• par  eepece. 22.11.98- JCC/dp 
ETAT  DES  f~R()(JU(TIQNS NlUACOl.ES  ON§  LA  c::otM1WJ!E  EN  1989  AVEC  REFEREtq  N.!X  REQIMES  DE  PROI!&TION 
PAY5=BAS 
TONW;E  YALE~• 
ESPECES  (tonnee)  ESTIMEE  SYSTEMES  D'ELEYAGE  PRIN:IPALES  REGIONS  D'ELEVAGE 
(Micue) 
Trulte  2t8  8,5  - lntenelf en  boeelne  dlee8.1ne done  le poye 
I 
Pol11on  chat  888  1,5  - a recirculation d'eou  •  •  • 
Moulee  187  8,9  -a plot  eur  l'eetron  Woddeneee 
Hultree  plotee  988  2,8  - a plot  ou  eur  toblee  Woddeneee,  Eacout 
Corpe  188  8,1  - extenelf  en  itonge  dleeO.Ine  done  le poye 
Angullle  48  8,2  - lntenelf a  •  •  • 
recirculation d'eou 
Valeur  gobole  8,8 
----- ------ ---- ---~- ---- ------ ---
•  Valeur  de  l'ecu au  1er  nov-.bre  1998- lee  voleure par  eepece  eont  colculiee eur  Ia boee  dee  prix .ayene  •ex-for ..  •  par  eepece. 22.11.98- JCC/dp 
ETAT  MS PRODt&JIONS  AQUACOLES  PANS  LA  ca.t!.!WIT[ EN  1989  AVEC  REF'EREN:[  AUX  REGUIES  DE  PROOl.CTION 
IRLNQ; 
TONWIE  YALM•  .. 
ESPECES  (tonnee)  ESTIMEE  SYSTEMES  D'ELEYAGE  PRI.CIPALES  REGIONS  D'ELEYAGE 
(Micue) 
SCIUIIOII  1.888  49,2  - lntenel f  en  cage  en  Mr  c8tee oueet  et eud 
Trulte  1.1 ..  8,8  - lntenelf en  baeelne  c8tee oueet  et eud 
Maule  17.188  12,9  - extenelf  radeau  ou  fond  c8tee oueat  et aud 
Hultrea  1.288  3,5  - extenalf aur  table  c8tea oueet  et aud 
i 
Valeur  globale  71,8 
. 
•  valeur  de  l'ecu au  1er  nav.-bre 1198- lee  valeur• par  eapece  eont  calculi•• eur  Ia boee  dee  prix .ayene •ex-far ..  •  par  eepece. ETA!  DES  PROQU;TIONS  Nll.WX!lES  PANS  LA  C'OtoMJW/IE  EN  1989  AVEC  REFEREtg  AUX  REGIW:S  DE  PRQDl&TION 
R I  f  I  A. 
ESPECES  TOtttACE  VALE~  SYSTEMES  O'ELEVAGE  PRUCJPALES  REGIONS  O'ELEVAGE 
(tonnee)  (Mic:ue) 
Carpe  7.888  18,19  s  ..  t-Intenalf/Extenalf Boden,  WUrtt.-berg,  Boyern,  Nledereac:heen,  Sehleewlg-
Holeteln,  Rheinland,  Pfalz, Heeeen,  Nordrheln,  Weetfolen 
Trulte  18.888  ",78  Jntenalf  en  boaeln  Boden,  WUrttemberg,  Boyern,  Nledereoc:heen,  Sehleewlg-
Holeteln,  Rheinland,  Pfalz, Heaeen,  Nardrheln,  Weetfolen 
Angul lie  48  1,3  Intenelf a rec:lrc:ulo- Sc:hleawlg-Holeteln,  Nledereac:haen 
tlon d'eou 
Cyprl•ldie,  perche,  2.188  4,9  s  ..  t-lntenelf/Extenelf Boyern,  Rheinland,  Pfalz, Heeeen 
brochet  ~ 
Huttre  155  1,8  Caelere  Nldereac:heen,  Sc:hleewlg-Holeteln 
Valeur  global•  72,e5 
- -- -




ETAT  DES  PROQU;TIONS  AQUACOI.ES  DANS  LA  ~UTE  EN  1989  AVEC  REFERErg  NJX  REQIMES  DE  PROQ!&IION 
BELGIQUE 
TONWZ  VAL~• 
ESPECES  (tonneo)  ESTIMEE  SYSTEMES  D'ELEVAGE  PRit«::IPALES  REGIONS  D'ELEVAGE 
(Micue) 
Trulte  sea  1,5  - lntenelf  en  baeeln  Ardenne a 
Tllapla  208  9,4  - lntenolf  eur  effluent•  Tlhange  (Ardennee) 
de  centrale• 
Carpe  5S9  1,2  - extenelf  en  etangu  C0111plne 
Sllure1  88  8,3  - lntenelf  eur  effluent•  Tlhange  (Ardenne•) 
de  centralt~o 
. 
Valour  totale  3,8 
•  Valeur  de  l'icu  au  1or  novellbre  1999  - lee  valeun  par  eopece  eont  eolculoee  eur  Ia  baeo  dee  prl)il  110yen1  •ex-fan•o"  par  oepece. 22.11.91- JCC/dp. 
UAT  DES  PROQUCTIONS  AQUACQLES  DANS  LA  (;(M.UWJTE  EN  1989  AVEC  REFERENX  AlJ)(  ft[GIM[S  DE  PRQW(TION 
ROYA!M[  ~~ 
Tot.W.GE  VALEI.Jt• 
ESPECES  (tonnee)  ESTINEE  SYSTEMES  D'ELEVAGE  PRiti:IPAI.ES  REGIONS  D'ELEVAGE 
(Mieue) 
Sau110n  28.~  1M,7  - lntenelf  en  cage .arlne  Shetlandl, Orkney,  Weetern  11111 
Trulte  15.eee  82,8  - lnten1lf  en  ba11ln  Eeoeee,  Angleterre,  lrlande du  Nord 
Carpe  28  - - extenelf  en  itange  ---
Moulee  4.913  3,7  - exten1lf 1ur  l'eetran, 
a plat ou  eur  flllerel 
Coqulllee St. J.  138  8,7  - littoral  s/fllleree  jap  Ouest  Eco11e,  Cornoualllll 
Hultree  137  8,4  - 1ur  toble,  eur  l'estran  Sud  Angleterre 
Ecrevl111  18  - n.d.  ---
Valeur  totale  242,5 
- --- ------






Loup,  daurade 
Turbot 






Alguee  allmentalree 
Valeur  totale 
22.11.98- JOC/dp. 
ETAT  DES  PRO()l.CTIONS  AQUACOLES  !)ANS  LA  CQt.M..tiAUTE  EN  1989  AVEC  REfEREtg  AUX  REGIN[S  DE  PROOIJCTION 
f!W«:E 
TONNAGE  VALE~• 
(tonnea)  ESTIMEE  SYSTEMES  D'ELEVAGE  PRII>CIPALES  REGIONS  D'ELEVAGE 
(Micue) 
135.888  182,4  - extenelf  eur  tablet,  littoral Manche,  atlantique et •idlterranien 
IUr  l'eetran OU  a plat 
47.888  47,7  - extenelf e/bouchote  littoral •anche,  atlantique et •idlterranien 
ou  e/f llleree 
588  4,1  - extenelf a plat IUr  littoral  atlantique 
I 'eetran 
388  4,!5  - lntenelf  en  baeeln  littoral  aqultaln/•idlterranien/DOM TON  (Tahiti) 
21J  3,1  - lntenelf en  boeeln  DON  TON  (Guyane,  Reunion,  Guadeloupe) 
239  3,8  - lntenelf en  cage  en  mer  littoral •idlterranien (Coree,  Mareellle) 
18  8,1  - lntenelf en  baeeln  littoral  atlantique (Nolr.autler,  Triguler) 
9!58  3,7  - lntonelf  en  cage  en  mer  II ttoral  breton 
29.888  8!5,1  - lntenelf  en  baeeln  •llleu rural  breton,  aqultaln et de  l'eet 
!5  n.d.  - lntenelf en  baeeln  Aqultalne  (Bordeaux) 
J8  8,3  - lntenelf en  baeeln  Poltou,  Charentee 
4.8!58  !5,8  - extenelf en  itange  Salogne,  centre et  l'eet 
188  n.d.  - extentlf  Bretagne,  Poltou,  Charentee 
388,8 
------ -----·-- -~- ----- ----- --
•  Valeur  de  l'icu au  1er  novtmbre  1098- lee  valeur• par  eepece  eont  calculi•• eur  Ia  bate dee  prix MOyen•  •ex-farms•  par  eepece- chlffree 
tlri• du  rapport  de  I'EArE  eur  !'Aquaculture  (eeptembre  1998). TOU5  PAYS 
count 
----·-----
D  4 
DK  3 
ES  48 
F  39 
GR  14 
I  17 
IRL  12 
N  7 
p  16 
UK  19 
ALL  179 
D- REGION 
NIEOERSACHSEN 
RHEINLAND  - PFALZ 
SCHLESIIIC  •  HOLSTEIN 
~L 
Dk- REGION 
AARHUS  AMTSKOMMUWE 
FYNS  AMTSKOMMUNE 







CAST! LLA- LEON 
CATALUNA/CATALUNYA 
COMUNIDAD  VALENCIANA 
GALICIA 
IIJRCIA 
PAIS  VASCC/EUSKADI 
~L 





lANGUEDOC·RClJSS !I.  lOll 
PAYS  DE  LA  LOIRE 
PCITCIJ·CHARENTE 
Montont  en  Ecus  d01  Invest ine~~ents  et  old .. 
octroyees  par  Ia  Commission  aux  projets 
aquacales  prisentis  par  les  dlffirenh  pay.  et 
regions  de  Ia CE!  en  1969 
INVECU  OCTECU 
--------------
........................... 
476,827  119,958 
2,311,342  523,480 
20,747,346  6,886,689 
16,557,693  4,030,285 
,  ,895. 761  4,087,412 
19,878,343  6,093,67'5 
7,392,887  2,565,168 
3,099,128  67'5,917 
9,881,744  3,  782,560 
9,709,790  3,744,214 
101,950,861  32,509,358 
count  INVECU  OCTEC1J 
-------------- --------------
111,198  25,752 
1  97,693  28,643 
2  267,936  65,563 
4  476,827  ~ 
count  !NVECU  OCTECU 
.............................  --------------
364,520  79,798 
1  1,248,305  281,572 
1  698,517  162,110 
.1..  2,311,342  523,480 
CO\XIt  INVECU  OCTEC1J 
-----------·-·  ·-------------
5  4,354,917  1,619,442 
1,928,852  476,014 
1  808,159  319,137 
1  182,789  43,380 
1  274,179  107,808 
1  1,929,083  479,090 
1  95,249  45,075 
35  8,995,657  3,263,235 
2,019,522  494,045 
1  158,939  39,463 
.=!  20,747,346  6,886,689 
count  INVECU  CCTECU 
------------·- --------·-----
4  3,950,771  976,874 
2  1,285,897  338,149 
11  2,250,815  553,949 
1  262,999  101,649 
6  2,119,819  511,941 
5  2,385,987  587,298 
6  2,7'51,416  591,863 
PROVENCE-ALPES-COTE  0  AZUR  4  1,549,989  368,562 
~  .E.  16,557,693  4,030,285 ~R- REGlON 
count  HNECU  OCTECU 
------------·- --------------
ANATOLI(H  MA(EOONIA  1  357,248  137,785 
ANATOLI(H  STEREA  KAI  NHSOI  6  4,384,902  1,617,746 
HPEIROS  1,205,312  477,401 
KENTRIKN  KAI  DUTIKN  MAKEDONIA  1  159,354  63,557 
IIHSOI  AIIATOLIICCXJ  AlliAICXJ  1  758,991  210,741 
PELOPOIINKSOS  KAI  OUTJ(M  STERE  3  3,984,384  1,168,080 
QESSALIA  1,045,570  412,102 
ill  .1i  11,895,761  4,087,412 
I- REGION 
coc.nt  INVECU  OCTECIJ 
-------------- --------------
EMILIA  - ROMAGNA  3  1,869,567  467,391 
FRIULI  •  VENEZIA  GIULIA  4  4,312,884  1,039,538 
PUGLIA  3  5,542,019  1,495,347 
SARDEGNA  1  1,930,384  771,873 
VENETO  6  6,223,489  2,319,526 
All  17  19,878,343  6,093,675 
IRL. REGION 
COU"'t  INVECIJ  OCTECU 
-------------- --------------
CONN AUGHT  7  4,742,039  1,661,368 
MUNSTER  5  2,650,848  903,800 
ALL  E.  7,392,887  2,565,168 
N- REGION 
COI.VIt  JNVEC:U  OCTEC:U 
-----·------·-
.............................. 
FRIESLAND  1  376,812  73,571 
GELD ERLAND  2  1,387,231  270,182 
GRONINGEN  ,  268,145  67,036 
NOORO·BRABANT  2  799,786  198,340 
ZUIO·HOLLANO  267,154  66,788 
ALL  7  3,099,128  675,917  -
P- REGION 
coc.nt  INVECU  OCTECU 
-------------- --------------
ALGARVE  5  3,065,042  1,200,909 
CENTRO  6  2,417,539  917,755 
LISBOA  E VALE  00  TEJO  4  2,659,340  968,292 
NORTE  1  1,739,823  695,604 
~  16  -
9,881,744  3,  782,560 
UK- REGION 
COU"lt  INVECU  OCTECU 
-------------- --------------
DUMFRIES  &  GALLOWAY  434,486  155,825 
HIGHLANDS  4  2,568,746  1,002,965 
ISLANDS  8  4,967,189  1,936,  791 
KENT  1  288,684  n,214 
ST RAT HCL YDE  4  1. 131,627  452,011 
TYRONE  1  318,858  124,408 
..w.  .l2  9,709,790  31744!214 Wontont  en  Ecus  des  lnvestlssements  ~t  aides 
octroyies  per  Ia  Commission  oux  projets 
oquocol .. pri  ..  nti•  par  les  different•  pays  et 
rigions de  Ia CEE  en  1990 
PAYS 
Ceult  IIIVECU  IXTECU 
ll&~:liCIII  IIIIIJII:IZIIII  IJIIIII:~II.II 
OK  5  3,593,157  852.907 
ES  20  H,l18,150  4.400,8tt 
F  24  10,562,081  2, 709,950 
GR  20  8,116,310  3,005,175 
I  11  15,349,008  s,sos,on 
IRL  1  305,370  121,190 
N  5  2,719,446  660,075 
p  12  7,257,208  2,846,912 
U1C  4  1,650,306  601,027 
ALL  102  60,931,036  20,703,125 
OK- c:ount  INVECU  IXTECU 
-----------·-·-
............................ 
RINGKOEBING  AHTSKOMMUNE  1,309,320  286,016 
VEJLE  AMTSKOMHUNE  334,752  82,044 
Vf'liTIJAFII ANOS  AMTii1CCl4MIINF  7119,MO  19~.  01.1 
V  llllftU  AMI !klt4MIINF  1  I, ""•  ~i'·  Z89, !106 
ALL  5  3,593,157  ~ 
E~- count  INVECU  OCTECU 
-·------------- -------------
ANDALUCIA  3  5,411,716  2,153,828 
ASTURIAS  188,529  47,132 
CEUTA  Y MELILLA  1  669,614  167,403 
COMUNIDAD  VALENCIANA  3  397,300  198,137 
GALICIA  11  4,518,149  1. 792,1!54 
PAIS  VASCO/EUSKAOI  1  192,842  41,458 
ALL  20  11,378,150  4,400,812 
F-
count  INVECU  OCTECU 
--------------- ------·------
BRETAGNE  8  1,787,134  603,613 
CENTRE  135,783  33,930 
CORSE  1  1,059,087  Z33,682 
LANGUEDOC·ROUSSILLON  6  1' 084,029  263,n4 
LORRAINE  1  283,075  70,621 
PAYS  DE  LA  LOIRE  3  3,447,225  828,938 
POITCI.I·CHARENTE  4  2,765,748  675,392 
ALL  1!.  10,562,081  2,709,950 
G-R- COII!t  INVECU  OCTECU 
--------------- -----·------- ANATOLIKH  MAXEDONIA  2  540,102  202,sn 
ANATOLJ[H  STEREA  KAI  NHSOI  4  1,689,018  621,268 
HPEIROS  3  2,752,508  961,735 
KENTRik:H  KAI  DUTik:H  MAKEDON  4  701,628  263,565 
NHSOI  ANATOLik:OU  AIGAIOU  2  796,266  309,484 
PELOPONNHSOS  KAI  DUTIKH  STE  4  1,425,278  561,647 
QRAk:H  1  211,510  84,604 
ALL  20  8,116,310  3,005,175 1:-
CAMPANIA 
























STRA THC:L YDE 
TAYSIDE 
.!.!:.!:. 
COIIIt  lNVECU 
.............................. 
1  m,oaa 
2  2,062,966 
'  1  1,882,326 
556,826 
3,298,904 
1  910,922 
4  5,863,984 
11  15.349,008 


































OCTECU  .  ................... 
251,267 
490,949 
749,524 
216,038 
1,286,204 
227,730 
2,283,365 
51505 1077 
OCTECU 
121,190 
121' 190 
OCTECU 
-----·-------
369,788 
123,928 
105,661 
60,698 
660,075 
OCTECU 
-------------
782,750 
81,387 
1,982,775 
2,846,912 
OCTECU 
------------· 
44,056 
28,135 
470,526 
58,310 
601,027 